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Bank files
suit against
Hamilton
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
bank has filed a lawsuit against
former state Treasurer John
Kennedy Hamilton, accusing
him of defaulting on a $97,000
note.
.
The suit was filed June 15
in Fayette Circuit Court by Central Bank & Trust Co. It charges
that Hamilton signed a new
note last August for $97,500
on a condominium he owned.
Hamilton has not made the
payments on the condo, which
he has rented to someone else,
the bank said.
Hamilton, 36, filed for bankruptcy in February. His divorce
from his second wife was finalized last week. The couple had
been married just two months
before separating in February.
Hamilton made more than
$80.000 annually as state treasurer from 1996 to 1999. He
said in a deposition that he
received about $400,000 in mid1998 for selling stock in a family company.
But Hamilton estimated he
lost $100,000 of that in the
futures market. With the rest,
he bought two horses, "paid
lawyers, I bought a Harley,
lived high," he said in the deposition.

'Well-being'
of children
improves,
still lagging
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A national assessment of child
well-being shows Kentucky
improving in most of the measured categories yet remaining
in the bottom tier of states.
Other states are making similar gains, or are losing ground
in the same areas, according
to the annual Kids Count report.
States were judged by trends
from 1990 to 1997 in 10 categories considered pivotal in
a child's development.
They ranged from rates of
low birthweight and infant mortality to percentages of children in poverty and in households headed by a single parent.
The report's authors ranked
Kentucky 40th among the states
and District of Columbia, up
from 41st a year ago.
"We've stayed in the bottom 10 of states. That's not
much of a claim to fame," said
Valerie Salley of Kentucky Youth
Advocates, which gathered the
Kentucky data.
Kentucky ran counter to the
national trend in one category: the death rate among children 14 and under.
Kentucky's rate per 100,000
children increased to 30 from
29 over the seven-year period.
The national rate was 25
deaths per 100,000, and rates
declined in all but six other
states.
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Clean Air
Act stalls
road project
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
An act passed under the Bush administration in 1990, has temporarily put the brakes on what has been described as *,of this
area's most important road projects.
State Sen. Bob Jackson, D-Murray, met with Gov. Paul Patton and
various state officials, as well as officials from 12 Kentucky counties, to discuss the current repercussions of the _Clean Air Act of
1990.
According to Jackson, federal guidelines have been put into place
to determine whether counties are environmentally sound. If not, they
are then labeled as "non-attainment" counties.
The "non-attainment" label has already struck the local area, as
Jackson said Marshall County has received an unfavorable report.
Those results, however, could affect the entire region.
Jackson said that because of the designation, the portion of the
new U.S. 68/Ky. 80 four-lane highway, which will stretch from Mayfield to Cadiz, it will connect Aurora and Cadiz has been, at least
temporarily, put on hold.
"There was no problem between Mayfield and Murray, and there
was no problem between Murray and Aurora," Jackson said in a telephone interview from Frankfort Tuesday morning. "The last piece,
because it touches Marshall, was the problem."
The main problem now facing Marshall County, according to Jack-

BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8, Times photo
UNDERGROUND REPAIRS...City of Murray Public Works Department worker Shane
Knight tries to loosen a broken galvanized water pipe from its moring under Olive
Street Monday. He and his co-workers had to shut off water to three homes during
the repair.

Supreme Court rules against
Congress: Funds student-led prayers at games

II See Page 2

to see if tobacco
can cure cancer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Can tobacco cure cancer''
Legislation passed recently by Congress devotes $3 million to investigate.
The money, part of a $7.1 billion package of aid to farmers, will
go toward research on the use of tobacco plants to cultivate a vaccine against cervical cancer.
The $3 million will be shared by North Carolina State University
and Georgetown University in Washington.
Dr. Ken Dretchen, dean of research at Georgetown University Medical Center, said the goal is to take genetic material from the human

II See Page 2

(AP) — The
eAre Court, in the most fardecision in
N
school prayer
u
reaching
S
nearly a decade, ruled Monday
that public school districts cannot
let students lead stadium crowds
in prayer before high school football games.
The 6-3 decision in a Texas
case said such prayers violate the
constitutionally required separation
of government and religion.
"School sponsorship of a religious message is impermissible
because it sends the ancillary message to members of the audience
who are nonadherents that they
are outsiders, not full members of
the political community, and an
accompanying message to adher-

ems that they are insiders, favored
members of the political community," Justice John Paul Stevens
wrote for the court.
"The delivery of such a message — over the school's public
address system by a speaker representing the student body, under
the supervision of school faculty
and pursuant to a school policy
that explicitly and implicitly encourages public prayer — is not properly characterized as private
speech," he said.
The decision — the most sweeping on this issue since the court
prohibited clergy-led prayers at public school graduation ceremonies
in 1992 — could carry enormous
significance beyond football games
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USEC letter
signals plant
closure likely

WI Ai iii tz
Tonight...Showers and thunderstorms likely. Low in the
lower 70s. Southwest wind 10
to 15 mph. Chance of rain 60
percent.
Wednesday...Mostly cloudy
with a 50 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
High 80 to 85.

or other high school sports events.
As the latest word on a politically volatile issue that has bedeviled the nation's highest court for
40 years, the ruling offered a ringing reaffirmation of a landmark
1962 decision that outlawed organized, officially sponsored prayer
in public schools.
When the Texas case was argued
in March, an ABC News poll said
two-thirds of Americans thought students should be permitted to
lead such prayers.
And in Texas' Republican primary election last March. 94 percent of voters approved a nonbinding resolution backing student-

1 T
BERNARD KANE/Ledger .
College in
MAPPING THE FUTURE.. Andrew Smith, an incoming transfer student from Rend Lake
State
Murray
southern Illinois, goes over some paperwork with Dr. David Kramer, chairman of the
University department of occupational safety and health, during orientation Monday.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The company that owns the
nation's only uranium enrichment plants notified the Clinton administration Monday that its finances are so bad
that it can close a plant without violating an agreement
to keep both of the factories alive.
"As a result of market and economic considerations.
the board of directors must contemplate the termination
of enrichment operations at one plant," the United States
Enrichment Corp. said in a letter to the Treasury Department.
The letter also said the company has made no decisions concerning the future of either plant.
The letter added fuel to speculation that the USEC
board would approve a plant closure at a meeting Wednesday.
Rep. Ted Strickland, D-Ohio, said he would ask the
administration to request an emergency restraining order
stopping USEC from announcing any plant closing decision the board may make Wednesday.
He said such an order would be justified by USEC's
failure to give the government adequate notice that a
decision was imminent. The Treasury Department had
asked USEC to give it time to independently verify any
actions that might trigger a plant closing.
"It seems to me they've thumbed their nose at Treasury," said Strickland, whose district includes the Portsmouth

• See Page 2

Obsure law could add to gas prices
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — A
legal leftover from the last gas
price wave nearly 20 years ago
could mean an addition to the
sticker shock at the pump in Kentucky.
If the wholesale price of gas
is $1.22 or higher per gallon on
July 1. it will mean the state gas
tax will rise a penny, although not
until October.
It is all because of an obscure
statute passed in 1982, when the
tax was effectively raised from 9

in April — the price is
cents per gallon to 10 cents. At cents per gallon on gasoline. But sale price
quarter — was 89.88
every
checked
total
was
the
that
tax
pieces
that
up
gas
make
the time, the basic
For the same
gallon.
per
cents
changed from a flat rate to a per- are not so simple.
the American
by
survey
a
month,
10
The basic tax is not really
centage. But the wholesale price
found the
Association
Automobile
pera
9
has
cents
gallon.
is
it
tax
Instead,
that determines the actual
was
Kentucky
in
retail
price
not risen above the threshold for cent of the average wholesale price average
regunleaded
of
gallon
per
$1.36
of a gallon of gas. based on a
an increase. Until now.
"We haven't looked at this minimum assumed price of $1.11. ular.
Gasoline in Kentucky retailed for
because it didn't make any dif- which produces a 10-cent per galon Monday, according to
$157.29
ference for so long." said Alex Rose, lon tax.
AAA.
bears
The
wholesale price often
spokesman for the Kentucky RevThe tax calculation includes proenue Cabinet. "Now, for the first little resemblance to the price at
the pump. According to the Rev- visions for increases if the wholetime, it's become important."
of gas goes up. It has
Kentucky imposes taxes of 16.4 enue Cabinet, the average whole- sale price

never before exceeded the $1.11
assumed' price with the next survey due in July. The same statute
effectively places a lid on tax
increases of a penny a year and
about 3.5 cents total, regardless
of what happens to the wholesale
price.
On top of that, there is another 5 cents that is a flat rate. The
final 1.4 cents is a separate tax
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II Road ...

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG

From Page 1
.son, is how to rectify the problem, since government regulations
have been cloudy concerning how
counties can alter their status.
•_ "The Clean Air Act could have
some major impacts ... just because
of guidelines passed down by the
federal government." Jackson said.
."A lot of these laws and regulations can be open to interpretation. The states have to interpret
these laws and adhere to them."
Apparently, not all states are
accepting the new guidelines. Jackson said a challenge of whether
the act is constitutional has been
submitted to the U.S. Supreme
Court, but arguments are not scheduled to begin until next fall, meaning projects like 68/80 could hang
in limbo for some time.
Still. Jackson is confident that
the road will eventually be completed. In fact, he said the stretch,
from Murray to Aurora will be
completed by this fall.
"I think the most important
thing is that though it's a hurdle
in front of us, it's a hurdle we
can jump," he said. "This hasn't
stopped the whole road project at
all. It's just that one piece."
Jackson said he was pleased to
see such a large turnout for yesterday's meeting. Murray City
Administrator Don Elias, Calloway
County Judge/Executive Larry
Elkins and Murray-Calloway County Economic Development Corporation President Melvin Henley
were all in attendance.
"Our region has really been the
only one in this state that has
shown any interest in this," Jackson said.
Jackson said he is scheduled to
meet again with state officials today.

CALLOWAY COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
• Burglary - Josh Allen Harcourt reported a burglar
y at 1083
Cherokee Trail Monday. According to reports, the items
- a 30-30
rifle valued at $350 and a black eel-skin wallet containing
$505 were in his residence as of Sunday, but were
gone when he woke at
5:30 a.m. Monday.
• First-degree burglary charges - Two male juveniles
were taken
into custody after admitting to taking items from the home
of Don
and Lee Ann Myers, 5188 Speaker Trail. Sometime betwee
n 10 am
and 4 p.m., access to the house was gained by prying
the front door
open with a screwdriver. Items including a 38-caliber pistol,
a 22-caliber pistol, a 22-caliber rifle and diamond tennis bracelet
were taken
and later recovered. Charges are pending on the two
juveniles for
first-degree burglary.
Information taken from the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department
log.

II Prayers .••
From Page 1

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
LAB ANIMALS...Upward Bound academic
coordinator Troy Webb enjoys a laugh with participating students Crystal G. Stevenson and Andre
a Crain Monday in the White Hall computer
lab on the Murray State University campus. The
students are participating in a five-week residential program designed to encourage studen
ts to learn independent living skills as they
pursue personal and educational goals.

USEC
From Page 1

company has been talking to administration officials about doing more
Gaseous Diffusion Plant in Pike- environmental
cleanup, thus creatton, Ohio.
ing work for people who otherUSEC's president, Nick Timbers, wise would be
unemployed.
said in the letter that "in the event
"We are extremely hopeful that
of a plant closure decision," the a
plant transition plan will be

• Gas ...

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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Pick 3:
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Pick 4:
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4-1-6
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From Page 1
whose proceeds go to a fund to
clean up old underground gasoline storage tanks.
Federal taxes add another 24.4
cents to the price of a gallon of
gas.
The pump also includes charges
by the retailer to cover costs and
profit.
Rose said the state has relied
on a private survey called the
Lundberg Letter to determine
wholesale prices. But with the
stakes potentially higher, the calculation may get a closer look.
"We don't have a lot of wiggle room," Rose said. "But on the
other hand, it may be time to take

a look and see if we're doing it
right."
An additional penny on a gallon of gas is estimated to raise
$20 million for the Road Fund annually, plus another $7 million from
diesel fuel.
If there is any increase, it would
not necessarily be permanent. The
wholesale price is reviewed each
quarter and if the price declined,
the tax would revert to the 10cent per gallon floor.
Gov. Paul Patton proposed a 5
cent increase in the gas tax to the
2000 General Assembly, but the idea
was rejected with little discussion
in large part because of the spiraling prices beginning around the
first of the year.

/(HAS Yak CABLE (1A‘
SATELLITE PROODER
PUSHED YOU TO THE..)

embraced by those who would otherwise be affected by a possible
plant closure," he wrote.
Republican Rep. Ed Whitfield,
who represents the area around
the Paducah, Ky., plant said it was
unclear which of the two facilities would be shuttered.
"We don't know which plant
they're going to announce they're
going to close," said Whitfield.
Whitfield said he had been told
that the Paducah plant was more
efficient than the Ohio plant, but
he said both facilities used outdated technology to enrich uranium.

• Tobacco
From Page 1
papiloma virus and incorporate it
into tobacco seeds. "When the
plant grows the fragments multiply," he said, and can be harvested to make a vaccine that
researchers hope can attack cervical cancer.
Rep. Robin Hayes, R-N.C., who
faces a potentially difficult race
for re-election, claimed credit for
the research money in a news
release.
"This funding could represent
a brighter future for North Carolina tobacco farmers and potentially a giant leap forward for
women's health around the world,"
he said in a written statement.
His office said Sen. Jesse Helms,
R-N.C., who was one of the lawmakers involved in allocating the
$7.1 billion in farm money, pushed
for funding the research.
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initiated prayer at school sporting
events., Texas Gov. George W.
Bush, the presumed Republican
presidential nominee, filed a brief
urging the Supreme Court to uphold
such student-led prayer.
Stevens said the court recognizes "the important role that public worship plays in many communities, as well as the sincere
desire to include public prayer as
a part of various occasions so as
to mark those occasions' significance."
But he added: "Such religious
activity in public schools, as elsewhere, must comport with the First
Amendment."
The amendment prohibits an
"establishment of religion."
"The Supreme Court made the
right call," said the Rev. Barry Lynn,
executive director of Americans
United for Separation of Church
and State. "School-sponsored football prayer deserved to be sacked."
But a disappointed Jay Sekulow, chief counsel of the American Center for Law and Justice,
an advocacy group founded by television preacher Pat Robertson,said
the ruling "will interject additional confusion into the area of protected religious expression in the
schools."
Joining Stevens were Justices
Sandra Day O'Connor, Anthony
M. Kennedy, David H. Souter,
Ruth Bader Ginsburg and Stephen
G. Breyer.
Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist and Justices Antonin Scalia
and Clarence Thomas dissented in
a vigorous opinion by Rehnquist.
"Even more disturbing than its
holding is the tone of the court's
opinion: It bristles with hostility
to all things religious in public
life," Rehnquist said.
Four high school students and
their parents sued the Santa Fe
Independent School District in
Galveston County, TeXas, in 1995
over its policy of letting students
elect a "chaplain" to lead "prayers"
at graduation ceremonies and home
football games.
Two families — one Catholic
and one Mormon — challenged
the policy. Their identities were
sealed by the courts.
After their lawsuit was filed,
the policy was changed to let student-elected representatives -- no
longer called chaplains — give a
"message or invocation." Speakers are free to choose what they

say so long as it promotes good
sportsmanship.
A federal appeals court ruled
last year that school officials must
tell students to keep their graduation-ceremony comments and
prayers "nonsectarian and non-proselytizing" but also ruled that student-led prayers at high school
football games are always out of
bounds.
School officials appealed both
parts of the 5th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals' ruling, but the Supreme
Court agreed only to focus on the
football games, passing up the
graduation-ceremony dispute.
Prayers over the football stadium's public address system were
heard at all of Santa Fe High
School's home football games last
fall. Right after the 5th Circuit
court's ruling, a group of Christian students led by senior band
member Marian Ward obtained a
judge's order allowing that invocations be continued.
Ward, who led the prayers at
those games, attended the Supreme
Court's argument session in the
Santa Fe case in March.
The justices' last major ruling
on school prayer was announced
in 1992, and barred clergy-led
prayers — invocations and benedictions — at public school graduation ceremonies. "The Constitution forbids the stge to exact religious conformity from a student
as the price for attending her own
high school graduation," the court
said then.
The ruling was viewed as a
strong reaffirmation of the court's
1962 landmark decision banning
organized school prayer.
But in 1993, the justices refused
to review a 5th Circuit court ruling in another Texas case that
allowed student-led prayers'4t grad=
uation ceremonies.
That ruling still is binding law
in Louisiana and Mississippi as
well. But it conflicts with another federal. appeals court's decision
barring student-led graduation
prayers in nine Western states. The
justices also refused to review that
decision.
In the Texas case, the court did
not discuss prayers at graduation
ceremonies. But the rationale of
Stevens' opinion appeared capable
of being applied to such ceremonies.
The case is Santa Fe Independent School District v. Doe, 9962.
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Lecture to discuss
bossism,corruption
The city boss, a political phenomenon which appeared during the
Progressive Era of the late 19th
and early 20th centuries, was once
thought to be confined to the north.
James Duane Bolin reevaluates
this idea in his new book,"Bossism
and Reform in a Southern City."
He will speak in Louisville June
21.
Corruption and the unquenchable
quest for power will be central
themes in the discussion.
Bolin examines the impact these
bosses had on Southern cities, show-

ing that they were as much a part
of the political spectrum in Dixie
as they were in the North.
The author is associate professor of history at Murray State University. He earned his doctorate
in history from the University of
Kentucky in 1988.
This lecture is free to the public and will begin at noon June
21. For reservations or further
information concerning the lecture,
contact The Filson Club in
Louisville at 635-5083.

Local students named
Governor's Scholars
Gov. Paul E. Patton announced
the 725 outstanding high schooljuniors who will attend this year's Governor's Scholars Program for five
weeks in June and July.
Students from public and private schools competed to participate in the program represent 118
of Kentucky's 120 counties.
A statewide selection committee chose the participants for the
nationally recognized program from
nominations submitted from each
Kentucky school district.
Selection criteria included academic records and test scores,
teacher recommendations, extracurricular activities and essays. The
program is free to those who
attend.
Scholars are in residence for
the program which this year is
being held at Northern Kentucky
University in Highland Heights
from June 18 to July 22 and at
Centre College in Danville from
June 25 to July 29.
The session dean for Northern
Kentucky University will be Dr.
Aris Cedeno and the dean for Centre College will be Dr. Milton
Reigelman.
Scholars will balance a busy
academic schedule in the sciences,
mathematics, humanities and the

arts with a variety of co-curricular activities and a rich residential life. They will participate in
community improvement projects,
seminars and other activities that
are often initiated by the students
themselves.
Students attending from Calloway County High School are
Amanda Fields Carter and Austin
Kyle Webb.
Murray High School students
attending the scholar program are
Brandon John Kellie and Rebekah
Paige Travis.

David Arthur Valentine

David Arthur Valentine, 87, Murray-Paris Road, Puryear, Tenn., died
Monday, June 19, 2000, at 10:21 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Retired from the Murray Division of the Tappan Company, he was
a member of Hazel Baptist Church.
Born Oct. 31, 1912, in Henry County, Tenn., he was the son of
the late Charles Thomas %/Dentine and Bertha Snider Valentine.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lois Lorene Hodges Valentine;
one daughter, Mrs. Janna Hughes, Murray; two sons, Charles Henry
Valentine and Jimmy Valentine (Paris fireman) and wife, Vicki, all of
Puryear; two grandchildren, Jim Valentine and wife, Katina, Paris,
Tenn., and Heather Hughes, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Beatrice Barrera
and husband, Ralph, and one brother, John C. Valentine and wife,
Alma, all of Puryear.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel. The Rev. Glynn Orr and the Rev. Mickey
Basham will officiate. Burial will follow in Puryear Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

Mrs. Mamie Mae Ford
Funeral rites for Mrs. Mamie Mae Ford were Saturday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Jerry
Moore officiated. Singers were Charlsy Long, Brian Gelande and Zella
Woodrum.
Pallbearers were Brian Gelande, Franklin Jackson, Charles Palmer,
Bruce Parker, Ray Warmath and Barney Crockerall. Burial was in
Stewart Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Fort Donelson Pentecostal Church of God, 127 Wynn Ferry Rd., Dover, TN 37058.
Mrs. Ford, 62, Peach Orchard Road, Murray, died Thursday, June
IS, 2000, at 4 a.m. at her home.
She was founder of D & M. Market, Murray, which she started
11 years ago. She was a member of Fort Donelson Pentecostal Church
of God. Born Nov. 7, 1937, she was the daughter of late Zelna Ross
and Estella Chapman Ross.
Survivors include her husband, Donald Harris Ford; two daughters,
Mrs. Donna Gream and husband, John, Murray, and Mrs. Jannell Hays
and husband, Jimmy Brandenburg; one son, Daniel Collier and wife,
Susan, Paducah; four brothers, Frank keinheimer and wife, Olala,
Hickory, J.C. Tapp and wife, Francis, and William Ross and wife,
Brenda, all of Paducah, and Cecil Ross and wife, Ethel, Bridgeton,
Mo.; 10 grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.

Youngsters participating in a recent Murray-Calloway County Hospital babysitting class receive hands-on training to
learn infant rescue breathing. Recent class participants pictured are Elizabeth Maness (foreground), and from left to
right: Annie Dusza, Robyn Ryan, Mackenzie Jones and Katie
Clark.

MCCH sponsors
Safe Sitter classes
Spaces are still available in the
Safe Sitter 2000 classes sponsored
by Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Youth from the ages of 11 to
15 are encouraged to attend. These
classes will not be offered again
until October.
Those participating receive
hands-on mannequin practice in rescue skills, along with techniques
for behavior management.
The class helps potential babysit-
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Murray State University will host
the next OASIS summer orientation for adult students June 21.
Adult students are identified as
those who did not enroll in college immediately after high school
or those who may be returning to
college after experiencing a break.
Billie Burton, coordinator of
Adult Outreach, said all new freshmen adult students are encouraged
to attend one of three summer
sessions planned to help them enter
Murray State fully informed and
confident about what to expect
before they begin their studies.
Adult students will have the
opportunity to discover services
designed especially for their situation, pre-register for fall semester classes, meet other new adult
students, and learn about campus
activities and organizations.
"Our new adult students will gain
first-hand knowledge about cam-

Come join us for

t
CUT UPII VILON ei)
GRAND OPENING
Fri. & Sat.June 23rd & 24th

pus facilities and avoid feeling
like a stranger when they arrive
in the fall," Burton said. "They
will also have a chance to meet
informally with Murray State students, faculty and administrators."
All new undergraduate adult
students who have been admitted
to the 2000 summer and fall semesters are eligible.
This includes first-time freshmen, transfer students and students
who attended Murray State many
years ago and have been re-admitted.
For more information call (270)
762-2186.
Ad sideways at Advertisers Request
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ters with accident management,
injury prevention, basic child care,
and skills for small group interactive learning. The class cost is
$20.
Classes will be 9 a.m. to 3:30
p.m.July 11 and July 14 in the
hospital's Administration Annex
Conference Room on the second
floor.
To register, call Community Outreach Nurse Elizabeth Hyde, RN.,
at MCCH at (270) 762-1394.
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serving the monument needs of Murray & '
. Western Ky. Quality at a price you can
- - afford continues to be our promise. Each
.
memorial receives personal attention to
•
ensure our customers satisfaction.

MSU to host OASIS
for adult students

1100 CHESTNUT MURRAY •753-1133

Mrs. Alice Timmons Stallons, 97, Cadiz, mother of Walton StalIons of Murray, died Sunday, June 18, 2000, at 2:40 a.m. at Shady
Lawn Nursing Center, Cadiz.
She had been married for 56 years to Lewis Stallons when he died
Dec. 24, 1976. Also preceding her in death were twins, a son, Vernon, and daughter. Lavern, in 1934, three sisters, Irene White, Helen
Davis and Mable Thomas, and three brothers, Lewis Red Timmons,
and twin brothers in infancy.
A charter member of Enunanuel Bible Church, she had worked at
Pete Light Springs Restaurant and Wades Restaurant in Trigg County.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Barbara Williams, Eddyville,
and Mrs. Lorene Vowel!, Hopkinsville; three sons, R.C. Stallons and
wife, Jean, and the Rev. Dalton Stations and wife, Lorene, all of
Cadiz, and Walton Stallons and wife, Juanita, Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Commie West, Hopkinsville; 15 grandchildren, Edison Williams Jr.,
Bobby Williams, Naomi Wells, James L. Williams, Elizabeth Ward,
Joe D. Williams, Gaylon Williams, Jerry Vowell, Teresa Whittaker,
Bob Stallons, Craig Stations, Shelia McGinnis, Rodney Stallons, Charlotte Sparkman and Freddie Stallons; 31 great-grandchildren; 18 greatgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin
Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Ronnie Sivells and the Rev. Daniel
Sartz will officiate. Music will be by Mae Perdue, organist, and Randy
Nelson. vocalist.
Pallbearers will be Bobby Williams, Jim Williams, Freddie- Stallons,
Rodney Stallons, Craig Stallons and Jerry Volwell, active; Edison
Williams Jr., Joe Williams, Gaylon Williams, Jackie Ezell, David
McGinnis, Bob Stallons, Phillip Ward, Larry Whittaker, Bobby Wells,
Rodney Cheatham, Willie Wilson, Lonnie Bridges, Winthrop Hopson,
Mike Ward, Steve Williams, Vance Williams and David William's, honorary. Burial will follow in Lawrence Cemetery in Trigg County.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.

Roy Penley, 95, Marguerite Drive, New Concord, died Monday,
June 19, 2000, at 11 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.

Gifts of Distinction from the Southwest

Mrs. Alice Timmons Stallons

, .1707,West Arlain.51L•Murray • M-1962
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Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
A/01 Murray, KY 42071
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Late
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Call today for appointment

753-9190
1546 Radio Rd.(Old 641)
Open Mon.-Sat. • Closed Tues & Sun.

Authentic JET SKI.® Only by Kawasaki.

FAR LANDS
TRAVEL
By registering at each Freedom Fest event, you are
also helping our local VFW
For vacation giveaway information, contact
Freedom Fest Headquarters at 759-2199,
or e-mail murtoureapex.net.

www.kawasaki.com
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Walk
Ins
Welcome

•Powerful, reliable marine engines
•Reliable electric start
•Water jet pump propulsion system
•Long-lasting, corrosion-resistant, stainless steel impeller
•Strong hulls for excellent cornering and stability
•Long-range, large-capacity fuel tanks
•Automatic siphon bilge system
•Precise finger-pull throttle
•Full coverage bumpers
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Our Best Investment Is You.

Jada Owens

When you want the real thing, you want a Kawasaki JET SKI® watercraft. Check out the all-Kawasaki, allreal 1100 STX D.I., 900 STX,Ultra 150, 1100 ZXi and 750 SXi Pro watercraft. Nothing takes you further.
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This month'10 Off
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Al Gore's one-year gap
The inventor of the Internet,
Vice President Al Gore, who wears
a Palm Pilot on his belt and wants
to wire every library and find the
classroom to the World Wide Web.
has lost copies of his e-mail messages between March 1998 and
April 1999.
And wouldn't you know it,
those e-mails just happen to be
the ones subpoenaed by a House
committee and a federal grand jury
in their continuing investigations
of campaign-finance abuses and
other matters.
A White House official blames
a "technical error" for the failure
to back up the vice president's emails.
Another White House official
stated earlier that the subpoenaed
e-mails had, in fact, been retrieved
but that it would take awhile to
sort them out and find the relevant ones.
Gore told reporters on the campaign trail who questioned him,
"I remember asking them, 'What
in the world happened?'"It would
strain credulity to believe another
story like this.
Rep. Dan Burton (R-Ind.), who
has been tirelessly investigating
administration wrongdoing, said
the White House counsel's office
initially certified that the committee had been given all of the email documents it requested and
then "led us to believe" that the
missing documents "had been saved
on thousands of backup tapes." Now
the White House explanation is
that the tapes don't exist because
of the failure of a contractor to
add a new e-drive to the vice
president's backup taping system.
Richard Nixon would never have
gotten away with such an explanation, but the media seem to
accept the phony-sounding excuses of his successors.
Does anyone believe that prior
to and during the impeachment of

CAL'S THOUGHTS

CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist
President Clinton his lawyers didn't go through everything that
could potentially be used against
Clinton and Gore? Given the level
of truth-telling in this administration does anyone believe it would
not have occurred to someone to
get rid of anything, including emails, that might cause legal trouble at the highest levels?
The gap in one of Richard
Nixon's surreptitiously recorded
conversations with his staff was a
mere 18 1/2 minutes. The gap in
Al Gore's e-mails is one year.
The press screamed about the
18 1/2-minute gap in the Nixon
tape, suggesting he or an aide had
erased a significant conversation
it speculated that the gap probably contained incriminating evidence that Nixon had obstructed
justice. Not a questioning peep is
heard from today's journalists about
how Gore's people might have
conveniently lost the vice president's e-mails in order to keep
incriminating evidence from the
eyes of investigators.
Gore is credited with wiring
this White House and updating
both internal and external communications to a new level. How,
then, do documents serially and conveniently disappear (or reappear)
and what else of importance is
missing?
If "contractors" and lower level
employees are to be blamed, what
kind of people does the administration have working for it? It
would appear that the place is
populated with unskilled workers.
Factor in the failure of employ-

ees at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory to report for three weeks
missing hard drives containing
nuclear secrets and you have still
another potential scandal added to
the stained record of this administration.
What adds credence to suspicions of new administration malfeasance is testimony given to the
House Government Reform Committee in March by a group of
Northrop Grumman employees.
They were among those working
on the White House computer system.
Three of them testified they
were threatened with jail if they
mentioned the missing e-mail messages to anyone. One of them,
Betty Lambuth, former manager
of the Lotus Notes Group at the
White House, testified she was
told that if she or any of her associates mentioned the error, "we
would lose our jobs, be arrested
and put in jail."
Another employee, Robert Haas,
said he was told there was "a jail
cell with my name on it" if he
even mentioned it to his wife.
That's the level of integrity
we've had to accept in this administration, and that's why Gore's
story that the subpoenaed e-mails
are lost and irretrievable is about
as credible as the vice president's
promises to clean up the slum
house he owns in Tennessee.
Come to. think of it, has anyone checked the cause of that
home's toilet backup?
Maybe the missing e-mails are
there..
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My husband and I were introduced through the efforts of a
mutual friend and match-maker,
Vera Marowitz.
Vera and her brood lived at 36
Brookfield Way, and Roy and his
kids at 32.
It was one of those suburban
housing developments of nearly
identical split-level houses, lined
up like opposing firing squads on
both sides of a tree-lined street.
Some had added porches and remodeled the basic design, but every
living room was dominated by a
picture window that looked like a
blank tv screen each day when
the sun went down.
To me at the time, a 30-something divorcee with no children,
the setting embodied my image of
total boredom. So when Vera
arranged a date between Roy and
me, I didn't expect too much.
We met for brunch at the Bedminster Inn, a quaint stone cottage that dates back to the Revolutionary War era and embraces
the culinary philosophy that if you
have enough antiques and antimacassars around, patrons won't
notice the food is terrible.
Anyhow, brunch with Roy Davis
was pleasant, even fun. We clicked
so well that, on the way out of
the restaurant, we agreed to get
together again.
When we walked to our cars,
which were coincidentally parked
next to each other, I was crestfallen. There, next to my sleek
new Accord, was a boxy Reliant
station wagon the color of mud.
"Oh, my," I thought to myself.
"A 'dad' car."
I had never dated someone who

MAIN STREET
_
CONSTANCE ALEXANDER
Ledger Columnist
was so clearly -- and proudly -a hands-on father. This was a
whole new concept for me. My
own dear papa was so remote from
his children that he could not keep
our ages straight. One time he
was audited by the IRS because
he'd claimed my oldest sister a
dependent a year beyond the allowable limit.
Most of my fatherly impressions were garnered from television, where dads were bumbling
half-wits who couldn't be trusted
to operate a washing machine or
a vacuum cleaner. I had no idea
what a "normal" father consisted
of, so I didn't know what to make
of Roy at first.
He and his teenage sons, Andy
and Noah, were a little bit like a
situation comedy. A dog, two cats,
two boys and a dad. They made
strange one-dish suppers in the
microwave; performed daredevil
stunts in the back yard that often
involved blowing things up.
When no one was looking, the
kids were not above spooning Tang
straight from the jar and munching cold Pop Tarts for breakfast.
When father and sons wrestled
on the living room floor, the felines
fled to quieter quarters; while Rags,
the dog, barked wildly and humped
the pillows on the couch.
I was charmed.

1 began to learn that real fathers
cooked dinner; kept track of the
kids' schedules, checked up on
homework and chores. He enjoyed
going places with his kids, and
they actually liked being with him.
(Most of the time, that is. When
Roy, kidding around one Christmas Eve, wore an ascot to church,
the boys pretended they were
orphans.)
The kids are grown up now,
but they call regularly to share
news with their dad. They seek
his counsel and sometimes actually take his advice. They say, "I
love you" and mean it. They
even laugh at his jokes.
On Father's Day, I used to think
of my own with a sadness borne
out of longing for a dad who
took joy in his children.
Now, because of the example
set by my husband, I know that
to be a real man, a male must be
a good and loving father who is
no stranger to the day-to-day banalities of life with kids.
The reason I fell in love with
my husband is that he is such a
good father and a good man.
He realizes that long talks under
summer night skies are more important than expensive trips; that being
there in person, come-hell-or-highwater, always beats sending a check.

FROM OUR READERS
Playhouse in the
Park needs help
Dear Editor:
You may not know, but your local theatre, Playhouse in the Park has a big financial crisis on its
hands'.
I'm a member of the "Box of Frogs," the children's theatre company at the Playhouse. The "Box
of Frogs" is one of the many great things Playhouse in the Park has done for the community
over the years.
Playhouse has done many great performances,
but I think the best were directed by Michael Dunnagan, the director at the Playhouse now.
He has directed plays like "Annie," "Guys and
Dolls Jr.," and "The Secret Garden."
These and . many others have been some of the
best plays I've ever witnessed or been in.

I think that Playhouse in the Park has given
me more confidence, and influence than anything
else I've ever done.
When I was little, I belived I could do anything, but then as I grew up and I saw other people doing better and more exiting things than I
was (at least that's what I thought at the time), I
got discouraged and lost a lot of confidence.
When I started doing a summer camp that eventually turned into the "Box of Frogs," I gained all
of it back and more. Through Playhouse I have
met many new friends and have seen people who
seem like the shyest people in the world become
as outgoing as I am now.
Playhouse in the Park has done all of this and
more. If you can help in any way, please let Playhouse in the Park know.
We appreciate your support.
Ginny Furches
2160 Phillips Dr.
Hazel, KY 42049

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
June 12 — Arkansas (Little Rock) DemocratGazette, on pro baseball:
What's this?
The creampuffs in charge of major league baseball are showing some backbone?
Well, one is.
And he's no creampuff. He's Frank Robinson,
the new vice president for on-field operations in
the Bigs.
You may remember him as a manager, player
and teammate of Little Rock's own Brooks Robinson on those terrific Orioles clubs of the '70s.
Now that he's in the front office, Frank Robinson is showing the same kind of mettle he did on
the playing field.
Not long ago, he suspended 19 — that's nineteen — members of the Los Angeles Dodgers for
their involvement in a disgraceful episode in which
a bunch of players took after fans at Wrigley Field,
Mr. Robinson, and you better call him Mister,
suspended 16 players and three coaches for as
many as eight games.
According to The Associated Press, "these penalties are believed to be the most ever in baseball
from one brawl."
The previous record?
It was set this April by, yes, Frank Robinson
when he suspended 16 members of the Detroit
Tigers and Chicago White Sox. ...
We may be overly optimistic, but it seems as

Letters ...
Letters should be sent
to: Murray Ledger and
Times, P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to
(270) 753-1927.

if something encouraging is going on here.
An outbreak of accountability?
Of consequences for one's actions?
First, a committee of the state Supreme Court
in Arkansas acts as if a law license is a privilege
and obligation, not an automatic right.
And now major league baseball has cracked
down on some of its adolescents in uniform.
Is this some sort of a trend?
We live in hope. But this we know: Accountability is only as strong as those who demand it.

June 13 — The Jerusalem Post, on the death
of Syrian President Hafez Assad:
It is too soon to tell whether Bashar (Assad)
will succeed in consolidating his control over Syria,
after having been groomed for his post for only
six years. ...
The test of whether a new path is being taken
will be the extent to which Syria leverages its
role as a torchbearer of Arab nationalism to revitalize that ideology in pro-Arab, rather than antiIsrael terms.
Hafez Assad is repeatedly credited with having
built Syria into a country to be politically and
militarily reckoned with.
Yet his Soviet-based model of nation building
collapsed long ago, leaving only the question of
when and how effectively Syria will attempt to
pull out of a cycle of stagnation and decline.
MIRA
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Watching the construction going on in Murray is a wonderful experience.
As the Cracker Barrel building has been under construction.
I have watched to see if it was going to be like the others.
Sure enough, I could see the usual fireplace in the building.
This has always added to the warm and coziness in these restaurants. All the other shops in the shopping center taking shape
and the store names being added is interesting. Taco Johns'
remodeling is very nice and makes the store so much brighter.
Another building we have watched since construction started is The Murray Bank building on South 12th Street. I marvel at the expertise and the bravery of those men working on
that high roof.

Soccer board meeting Wednesday
The board of Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will
meet Wednesday at 8 p.m. at Briggs & Stratton, Murray.

Hardin TOPS will meet
Hardin TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter No. 495 will
meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at Hardin Public Library. Weighin will start at 6 p.m. For more information call Brenda Duncan
at 753-8966.

Kirksey Ball Park plans event
The annual picnic and awards night for the Kirksey Ball Club
will be Saturday at 6 p.m. at the Kirksey ball field behind Kirksey United Methodist Church. Barbecue, hot dogs and hamburgers
will be furnished and others are asked to potluck the rest. Coaches and players will have free meals, but other adults will be $3
per person with children tinder two free. For more information call
Louie Henson at 753-7753 or Nathan Hall at 759-1151.

YMCA offering dance class
The Murray Family YMCA will offer a jazz dance class for
youth between the ages of 7 to 10 years and a Magic Movement
class for youth between the ages of 3 to 5 years. The class will
start June 27 for six weeks. Pre-registration must be made by June
23. For more information call YMCA at 759-9622.

Depression meeting Wednesday
Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For more information call Kathy Culbert RN at 489-2284 or Janie
at 753-9015.

VA representative visit scheduled
A Veterans field representative will be at Murray Post Office on
Wednesday from 2:36 to 4:30 p.m. to provide free counseling and
assistance in final claims for state and federal benefits. Persons
should bring discharge papers and other documents in applying for
benefits.

Special project Thursday
A special fund-raising jewelry project for the benefit of the
Mayfield-Graves County Animal Shelter will be Thursday from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
administration annex conference room at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. This is for all parents who have experienced the loss of
a child, regardless of the age of the child. For more information
call Hilda Bennett at 498-8324 or Kerry Lambert, MCCH chaplain,
at 762-1274. •

Tennis camps planned
Calloway County High School will offer tennis camps this summer. Students camps will be for first through sixth grades July 10
to 14 and for seventh through 12th grades July 17 to 21, all from
8:30 to 11:30 a.m. with cost being $60. Adult camps for any male
or female adult will be July 10, 11 and 13 from 5:30 to 8 p.m.
with cost being $30. Persons are requested to sign up by July 3
by calling Sue Outland at 753-8682 or Calloway County Board of
Education at 762-7300.

AA meetings scheduled
Alcoholics Anonymous Murray Group meets at 8 p.m. Monday,
Tuesday, Friday and Saturday; at 11 a.m. on Wednesday; and at 4
p.m. on Sunday at the American Legion Hall, corner of South
Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop drinking. For more information call 4365073 or 436-5675.

Trisa Slavinski and Jamie Easley

Slavinski and Easley Couple celebrates
engagement announced their 25th anniversary
Trisa Slavinski and Jamie Easley announce their engagement.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Slavinski
of Centerville, Tenn. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Ann Slavinski and the late Richard Slavinski of Tennessee and of Mr. and Mrs.
-John Rogala of Pennsylvania.
The groom-elect is the son of Donnie Easley of Sedalia and Lenda
Easley of Murray. He is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Easley of Coldwater and of the late Mr. and Mrs. W. Cody Bray of
Murray.
Ms. Slavinski is an honors graduate of the 1997 class of Hickman
County High School and a member of Phi Theta Kappa. She is
employed with The Educator's Bank of Nashville, Tenn. Mr. Easley is an honors graduate of the 1997 class of Calloway
County High School, and entered the United States Marine Corps at
Parris Island, S.C. He is now employed with Sears, Nashville. Tenn.
Wedding plans will be announced at a later date.

Dillon speaks to Kiwanians
John Dillon, associate professor of journalism and mass communications at Murray State University, reported on his research
concerning the New Madrid earthquake zone at a meeting of the
Murray Kiwanis Club.
His research fund was funded
by the San Francisco Public Policy Institute.
Dillon mentioned the earthquake
scare of 1990 which drew media
attention and caused closing of
numerous schools. He pointed out
that there is no reliable method
of predicting an earthquake, but
that awareness of earthquake possibilities is an important public
policy issue.
His research resulted in a fivepart series broadcast on Public
Radio last October.
"It is a stark reality that you,
your children or your grandchildren will experience an earthquake
here," Dillon said. "There is a 50
percent probability of an earthquake
of 6.0 in the .next 15 years and
a 90 percent probability for a
quake of this magnitude in the
next 50 years."
In addition to injuries, a massive earthquake may disrupt road
systems, power transmission. gas
transmission and emergency services. Bridges will be closed until

DUAL FEED SEWING Is MORE
AFFORDABLE THAN EVER

William Morton Robertson
Anthony and Lisa Robertson of Mayfield are the parents of a son.
William Morton Robertson, born on Sunday, May 21, 20(X) at Vanderbilt University Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
The baby weighed four pounds 12 ounces and measured 18 1/8
inches. The mother is the former Lisa Cooper of Hazel.
Grandparents are Steve and Patricia Robertson of Murray and Ted
and Cecelia Cooper of Hazel.
Great-grandparents are Cleveland and Faye Foy of Lynn Grove.
Ralph and Doris Robertson of Murray, Frances Thomas of West View
Nursing Home, Murray, the late Orbon Thomas of Mayfield and the
late Hafford and Zitell Cooper of Hazel.

JOHN DILLON

CELLTOUCH,inc.

SHARE YOUR AIR

inspected tor damage.
Dillon noted that Kentucky has
a better record than many states
in reinforcing highway overpasses.
The speaker said that "individuals need to be aware of the
possible damage and disruption
that can arise after a massive
quake."
He further emphasized that the
civil and political establishment
needs to have disaster plans in
place.

Dizioland Shopping Center
(Behind Hordes.on Chestnut St.)

$35 for 200 minutes
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flridalReglitry
We are pleased
to have these
couples registered
through our
Bridal Registry.
Christy Hosford • Randy Edmonson
Natalie Flowers • Brent Thurmond
Lisa & Timmy Underhill
Cindy. Varner " Scott Hasty

Bill and Carol Cannady, 1130 Wright Rd., Murray, celebrated their
25th wedding anniversary on June 13. 2000.
No formal celebration was planned. The couple has planned a trip
to Las Vegas, Nev.
Mr. and Mrs. Cannady were married June 13. 1975, in St. Joseph,
Mich.
Mrs. Cannady, the former Carol Kirby-Van Horn, is the daughter
of Mrs. !rine Windsor of Lynn Grove and Clyde Kirby of Stevensville.
Mich. She is a former employee of Kenlake Foods, Murray.
Mr. Cannady is the son of the late Claude and Lucille Cannady
of Keeler. Mo. He is retired from Briggs & Stratton, Murray.
They have four children, Kathy Boyer, Dowaglac, Mich., Will Van
Horn and Scott Van Horn of Murray, and Rhonda Chambers of Hazel.
Their nine grandchildren arc Jimmy Boyer, Billy Boyer, Donnie
Sartan and Kayla Sartan, all of Michigan, Tara Chamber. Hazel, Anthony Van Horn, William Van Horn, Tracy Crowder and Lisa Crowder.
all of Murray.
Their three great-grandchildren are Nick Boyer of Michigan. and
Kelsey Yearry and Austin Russell of Murray.

BIRTHS

CCHS Class of 1965 to meet
Calloway County High School Class of 1965 will have a 35year class reunion July 7 and 8. Anyone who attended CCHS
between 1961 and 1965 with this graduating class is invited to
attend. For more information or to make reservations, call 7537258 or 753-4816.

Mr. and Mrs. Billy Cannadv

•

Bank-issued, FDIC-insured to $100,000

SUMMER

I
'Irtilt

u.

44
'
0 011.4t11_,.

Join Now
Get The
Rest of the
Summer

•
FREF•'
Quickfit
only takes 30
minutes • It's Fun
Li
016 user friendly
• Is designed for
. women .Burns body
fat • Begins when
you show up!

Curves
or women®
30 minute fitness &

1-year

6.80% APY*

Minimum deposit $5,000

3-year

7.05% APY*

Minimum deposit S5,000

5-year

7.15% APY.

Minimum deposit $5,000

'Annual Percentage Yield (APY) - Interest cannot remain on
deposit, periodic payout of interest is required Effective 6/19/00
Call or stop by today.
Eric Penniston
600 Main St.
Murray. KY 42071
753-7401 ,
OdWardlOnIrk COM

weight loss etrs "

1608 Hwy. 121 By-Pass,
Murray, Kentucky 42071

EdwardJones

(270) 759-3400

Serving Individual Invemorv Since 1871
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Pam,Prints ;f:
Spring band activities include performances, field trips
By Sarah Polivick
Spring activities for the
Murray Middle School Band
members include attending
Concert Festival at Paducah
Tilghman High,a spring trip,drum major and
color guard tryouts, and preparing for Jazz in
the Park and for the spring concert to held in
late May.
On Way 23, the Murray Middle School
Bands performed stheir spring concert for an
audience of parents and friends.
"It was really cool, because right before
the concert started, we had to go out in the

hall and kneel for like 20 minutes because of
tornado warnings," said Alycia Watkins, a
seventh grade flute player.
The concert included solos by eighth
graders Nathan McCoy, Samantha Stanley,
Jennifer Crawford, Daniel Runnels,and Sam
Trevathan,and seventh grader Sarah Polivick.
On May 20 the Jazz Band played in the
Park for anyone who wanted to attend. Other
bands also played.
"Jazz in the Park was awesome, even
though it was cold and rainy," said Stephanie
"Cool Cat" Bailey,a soon-to-be eighth grader
who plays the baritone sax."Fort Campbell's
Army Band was really good. I was whistling

at them."
The band brought home four
distinguished ratings from attending the
KMEA (Kentucky Music Educators'
Association)Concert Festival in March.
"All our hard work finally paid off!" said
Tori Hornback, a seventh grade clarinet
pla;er.
While performing for two schools, they
were also beingjudged by four band directors.
One ofthe contests was in sight reading, where
the band was given a piece of music that they
had never seen before. They had five minutes
to look over it before they had to play it.
"It turned out to be easier than I thought,"

said eighth grader Brett Brown.
After MMS's p6formance ended, band
membersjudged two other schools,Lone Oak
High school and Murray High School. The
band members were given a sheet of paper to
write down their comments on the bands'
performances to show thejudges their musical
knowledge. They also did this for a grade in
band.They were then given the results of their
performances.
Another band activity was an educational
trip taken on April 22. Seventh and eighth
grade band members who chose to went
Memphis, Tennessee to see the Broadway
musical, -Titanic." along with parents and

teachers as chaperones. "'Titanic' had the most singing that I
have ever heard in a Broadway musical,"
band director Ms. Beth Stribling said."Other
than a few minor discipline problems,the trip
was great."
The trip also included going to the
Memphis Fire Museum and to a restaurant
called "Elvis Presley's Memphis."
"I thought that the restaurant was very
cool," said Alycia."We also had a really cute
waiter, and we got pictures taken with him."
The Jazz Band is making a demo tape
this summer.
With Stephanie Bailey

Quiltmaking project teaches
students about ancient Greece
By Jacquie Mateja
Ah,the academic life of
seventh grade students—
reading, writing, math,social
studies .... and sewing.
Yes, sewing is teaching seventh graders
in Ms. Judy Tucker's exploratory class about
life in ancient Greece
The students study ancient Greece in their
world civilization class, which is also taught
by Ms. Tucker.
Ms.Sally Mateja,seventh grader Jacquie
Mateja's mom, came up with the idea and
volunteered to sew the quilt squares together.
A couple of years ago, Ms. Mateja helped
daughter's
class make a quilt about Egypt
her
Landscape committee members Brittany Miles, Chelsea Riggins, C. Ray, Breanne
in
another
elementary
school
Sykes, and MacKenzie Hoffman add mulch to the new landscaping in the front lawn
"Everyone
had
a
good time and so I
of the Murray Middle main building.
wanted to do it again," said Ms. Mateja.
The seventh graders in Ms.Tucker's class
each drew a picture about Greece on a piece
of paper and cut out fabric to match the
drawing.They took the fabric they cut out and
glued it to a square of fabri, and then gave it
to Ms. Mateja.
"Making the quilt has helped the students
to remember a lot of information about
Greece," said Ms. Tucker.
also donated $200.00.
By Cindy Blalock
There are 20quilt squares in all. They are
"I think that it's really good that students
very
different from one another.
A group of seventh graders are helping to make the school better," said
Tamara
Harrison's square shows the
spent several days in the last Bre Sykes.
Doric
and
Ionic
columns used in Greek
One of the plans is to plant a dogwood
month of school landscaping
architecture.
Cassie
Stephens's square shows
and redoing the outside of tree to replace a tree that died in last year's
a
colorful
Trojan
Horse,
made out of several
drought. The tree was in memory of Kelly
Murray Middle School.
The students remulched the yard and Williams. Kelly attended Murray Middle,but
pulled out weeds. They are planning to take suffered from Downs'syndrome. When she
yellow flowers and plant them to spell out was in sixth grade,she passed away,and her
class, who were MHS seniors in 1998-1999,
"MMS."
By Tim Masthay
The students involved are Mackenzie planted the dogwood in her memory.
The big pine tree which stands in the
Hoffman, Brittany Miles, CJ Ray, Kate
C.J Ray, a seventh grade
Reeves,Chelsea Riggins. Bre Sykes, Breanna front yard also died due to the drought. The
student at Murray Middle,
Volp, Brad Warner, and Cory Zirbel. Teacher students are niakineplans to cut it down and
may be looking towards a
Greg Gierhart and seventh grader Mackenzie put benches in place of it to act as a sitting/
career in football but is foHoffman are in charge of the project. Local reading area for students.
cused and enjoying his numStudents have worked on the bered days in baseball.
businesses along with the Student Council
have helped out by donating supplies and landscaping for a few years now,but in recent
"I enjoy baseball a lot but can't see myyears,they've mainly by pulling out weeds. self going to a higher level," said C.J.
money.
Mr. Gierhart proposed a grant for This will be the first year that funding has .
C.J.'s long time coach, Cary Redden,
$1000.00, which would be used to pay for been received for new landscaping.
feels differently.
landscaping supplies.The grant proposal was "I am really excited about doing this because
"I think if he keeps working hard and
funded by. the Kentucky Environmental I feel out school needs a lot of attention on studies in school he could play college ball,"
Education Council:the MMS Student Council the outside," said Chelsea Riggins.
said Coach Redden.

Volunteers landscape
school grounds

41116.
.
60
,

Tyler Geib, Ashley Eckenrode, Jacquie Mateja, Chris Allen, Seth Darnell, Chelsea
Riggins, and Breanna Volp admire th quilt made by seventh grade classmates in Ms.
Judy Tucker's exploratory class.
fabrics, while Seth Darnell's square uses
lightning bolts to show the power ofZeus,the
Greek god of all gods.
Other squares on the quilt show the
Olympic rings, the Olympic torch, an ancient
Greek pottery vessel, and other items that
Greeks used in their time.

"Making the quilt was fascinating." said
Ms. Mateja. "I enjoyed seeing what the kids
did with their imaginations."
Ms. Tucker says she will have the quilt
on display in her classroom.
"I believe the PTO is going to raffle it as
a fundraiser in the fall," she said.

Baseball standout eyes future in big leagues
C.J. plays left field and third base for the
traveling team Murray Thunder and excels at
both positions. He prefers to play third base.
"I like to make the big play in the clutch,"
he said.
C.J became interested in baseball because
of his dad and he also thought it looked fun
After playing rec ball for many years he has
found that he like's traveling baseball.
"Traveling ball is much more of a challenge; therefore it is more fun," C.J.said.
According to Coach Redden, C.J. has
many strengths in the game of baseball.
"He's a good hitter, has a great arm,and
can field the ball very well," he said.

Calloway transfer student adjusts quickly to new school
By Shelly Martinez
I've heard that going to a
new school is crazy, hectic,
scary—maybe even horrifying. Luckily for me I did not
have to worry much because
was only moving to a school a few miles
away,so I knew some of the students and teachers. Most of all I had my brother.
My brother John had been going to eighth
grade at MMS for one whole year, so he told
me about the teachers and the school.
The first time I visited the school, he led
m6 right down a long white hall, I noticed
that the hall was filled with posters and pictures. I felt eerie about the whole situation.
As my heart raced looking at unknown surroundings, I slowly worked up'the nerve to
take a deep breath. It seemed like it would
take forever to reach the unseen room as my
brother and I headed toward the direction of
Ms. Jan Seargent's office.
Ms. Seargent is the guidance counselor
for Murray Middle School. I had already met

her once before at a Fellowship of Christian
Athletes meeting. She had such a spirit in her
that brought me close to her. She made me
feel like I could talk to her about anything.
When we reached Mrs.Seargent's office
my brother smiled with a little grin that said
"Have fun on your first day." Then he told
me that I was in good hands and there was
no need for me to worry. With a loving hug
and a joking smile I hesitantly trusted him.
Ms. Seargent took charge from there.
She made me feel at peace with her smile
and kindness. As we talked I mentioned two
names of people I knew,so she arranged for
me to in class with them. I was filled with
excitement because I could be with my
friends Cindy Blalock and Nicole Darnall on
my first day. All my fears were erased.
My friends helped me to explore new
classes and get to know unfamiliar faces. As
the day went on it proved to not be as strenuous as I had thought it would be. Thanks to
the kindness, love, patience, and understanding from my teachers and classmates I feel
really happy about being a part of MMS.

Paw Prints writer Shelly Martinez attends a reception for new students hosted by
sixth graders in Ms. Jan Seargent's "character education" clas at Murray Middle.

New school can
be a nightmare
Imagine walking down an unknown
hallway, nervous and desperately looking
for one classroom among many.
Sound like a nightmare? Well it happens to people all the time, when they're
new students.
New students arrive at MMS every
day and go through the same thing—the
process of adjusting. Some adjust quickly;
others can take months.
"It took me a long time because the
schools in Virginia area lot different," said
Jacquie Mateja, who transferred to MMS
last year." My old school had a thousdand
students, arid elementary school went
through sixth grade."
On average, there are fourteen new
seventh graders every year.
"During my first day at MMS,I didn't
know if I was goig to survive," said Alison
Rashid,"but eventually it got better."
—Isabel Duarte-Gray
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:
CLASS I I.' I I.: 13 AI) RATES
vi

Ad Deadlines

$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount $rd Run.
(AU 3/4.s Muse Run Within 6 Day Period.)

753.1916

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

Line Ads $700 minimum Ist day IN per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$250 extra for Shopper (Twit Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)$2.50 extra for blind box ads

VD

Just Say "Charge It"
060

010

010

He Wanted

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

PUBLIC NOTICE

Air Conditioning &
Heating Company

Please take notice that a Joint Petition for Merger of Fire Districts
has been filed by the Trustees of Calloway Fire Protection District No.
2, Calloway Fire Protection District No. 3, Calloway Fire Protection
District No. 4, Calloway Fire Protection District No. 5, and Calloway
Fire Protection District No. 6, petitioning for the merger of all of said
fire districts into a single district. The Joint Petition seeks to merge
all of the previously existing and approved fire districts in Calloway
County and will create a single Fire Protection District which will
contain all property in Calloway County except for those areas of the
County within the geographic limits of the City of Murray and the
City of Hazel.
Pursuant to ICRS 75.020, on June 19, 2000, if no written objection or
remonstration has been made by filing a petition as required by said
statute prior to 12:00 noon, C.S.T., on June 19, 2000, then as required
by law the Calloway County Judge/Executive shall enter an order
merging said.fire protection districts.
A copy ot the full text of the Joint Petition for Merger of Fire
Districts is available for public inspection at the Office of the
Calloway County Judge-Executive and the Office of the Calloway
County Clerk.

is looking for
Qualified Service
Men
to do Residential
& Commercial
refrigeration &
heating repairs.

ance, college tuition assistance, 401K, paid training,
paid holidays, annual and
sick leave. Fax/ Send
pnde in their work, and be resumes to Community
willing to work as a team. Alternatives of Kentucky,
Only smiling faces need P.O. Box 39, Symsonia. KY
42082; fax 1270)527-0817.
apply!
EOE. WF/DN.
*Career
Opportunities
IMMEDIATE openings at
(Mgr. Trainees)
Mattel Contact Excel office
*Part-time & Full-time
at 759-8383 for more inforpositions
mation
•Competitrve wages

Notice
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981

•

MRS. ANN'S PSYCHIC
READINGS
Advice on all matters of
life. 767-0508. Now located
at 3040 St. Rt. 94 East.

• V • 1...
*
•

•

•

lagh

vb, Nok,..weix•
both
JAW

BIBLE
MESSAGE

CTU,TUV
From your brother,

759-5177
Clip-N-Save

Financial

Carpet Cleaning Special

•Get Any Three Rooms Cleaned For $74.95 Have the Fourth Cleaned For $19.95
I
OR
•You Can Get Five Rooms Cleaned For
1
a Low Price of Just $110.00

Roommate

759-2479 or 1-888-421-4576
Randy & Cheryl Chapman (Owners)
.....
am .mo

omt •••

.....

IMMEDIATE Openings for
*Employee discounts
Cable Installers- Halgard
*Medical, Dental
*401K, Stock Purchase Construction is now hiring
Plan.
installers. No experience
Application available at necessary, we will train
Murray State University Employee status, benefits,
Career Services Dept. competitive pay. Must have
Send applications and good driving record. Also,
openings for part time
resumes to.
summer help. EOE. Call MHibbett Sports,
F, 8-5, toll free
347 Charles Drive,
888-511-3340.
Mayfield, Ky 42066
Attn: Josh Jenkins.
PT Housekeeping
KY
Beach Resort. Call Susan
436-2345

COME GROW WITH US

LOAN And Debt consolida
lion available Free consul
lation. Good or bad credit.
No up front fee. Call toll
free. 1-877-722-8922. We
can help

(Room sizes of 15'x15' or smaller)
Stain guarding is extra

drivers. No experience
necessary. Earn $600 to
$800 per week plus benefits and get home weekly

EXCEL Group, LLC National Contractor has
immediate employment openings for full time,
part time and seasonal jobs. Choose to work
indoors or outdoors. Competitive salaries and benefits. Drug screens required. Applicant must be
able to perform the essential functions of the job.
Shift work and overtime required, must provide
own transportation to and from work.
EXCEL Is An EOE Employer

Wanted

For More Information

2BR Duplex $200/ month
W/D
&
Appliances
Furnished Call 489-2618
or 753-9898

Call
(270)759-8383

Order

Order
sovO•

TVI:at Nit.am--r-•

and Found
*BBC)
•Ribs
•Pork Shoulders
*Chicken
For the 4th of
July

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

Lunch
11 am -2 p m

Fri & Sat
Unt.I 9 p

Crawford's Bar-B-Quo
North of Murray at Intersection 464 & 1824
"••••••••"'

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

c.

950 Blooming Varieties
Hardy Daylilies & Hosta.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Call 753-1916

Come & Discover!

060
I.

Taking applications for cooks and
counter help for all shifts.

Kelp Wanted

OPEN GARDENS
Refreshments
Photographers Welcome! Car Tours Available
Gift Plant with this ad
Thurs.-Sat. 9-5

Bethel Daylily Gardens
94 East 2 miles follow signs • 759-9600
,
ft•,
St•

MURRAY LEDGER B TIMES
WANTS YOU!
Become an Substitute Motor Route Carrier.
Must have own automobile, good driving record
and have own insurance.
Six days per week delivery. Afternoon hours
If interested see Janet Walker,
Circulation Department at the
Murray Ledger & Times, after 10 a.m.

MURRAY LEDGER I TIMES
WANTS YOU!
Become an Independent Motor Route Carrier.
Must have own automobile, good driving record
and have own insurance
Six days per week delivery. Afternoon hour,
Earn S12.000-S16.000 or more per year
If interested see Janet Walker.
CircuIation Department at the
Murray Ledger & Times, after 10 am.

MURPHY USA is looking for a manager for the
Benton area. Our gas station is located in the
parking lot at Walmart. Excellent starting salary,
monthly commissions, complete benefits package including retirement and 40IK savings plan.
Applicants should possess strong basic math
skills and leadership qualities. Prior retail management experience a plus. Call MURPHY Oil
USA, Inc. at 877-291-6690. Leave Walmart city,
name, area code and phone number.
EOE-MFHV

$11 BASE- APPT
Full/ Part Time.
Scholarships Available.
Conditions apply.
Customer Service/ Sales.
Work in Murray.
Apply in Paducah.
270-575-9526
*wk workforstudents cominp

CASHIER

needed

Apply in person. no phone calls please.

Sonic of Murray

EXPERIENCED Roofers:

OPENING
position

For
at

Help Wanted

Busy physicians
office looking for
Phlebotomist.

Experienced preferred but not
necessary. Bring
resume by or
mail to 300 S.
8th St., Suite
480W. 759-9966

Bakery
Dutch
Essenhaus. Days, FT or
PT. Apply in person. 1674
St. Rt. 121N.

Locally based trucking
company. Must have
CDLs for at least 2
years
600-mile radius
Home every weekend
Call for more
information

(800)468-6087
ROUTE Driver
qualifications:
Minimum
Stable work history, class B
CDL, clear MVR. Benefits
include: Medical, dental.
vision, competitive pay,
vacation, 401K, stock purchase plan. application
accepted at
Waste Management
3426 St. Rt. 45 South
Mayfield, Ky 42066.
SUPPORT Coordinator/
Case Manager Bachelor's
degree in a human services field Responsible for
the total spectrum of serv
ices for individuals with
development disabilities.
Excellent full time benefits
include medical, dental,

life, shod and long term
disability insurances, college tuition assistance,
401K, paid training, paid
holidays, annual and sick
leave. Fax/ Send resumes
to Community Alternatives
of Kentucky, P.O. Box 39.
Symsonia, KY 42082; Fax
270-527-0818.
EOE.
WFIDN
THE Courier Journal is
looking for self motivated
individual in the Murray
area. To run one of our
Sunday motor routes. Must
have reliable transportation. Approximate income
$250. month_ If interested
call Larry Gish.
1-888-925-4389.

rAki
[co OHO
Start At $6
Flexible shifts,
friendly, family
atmosphere.
Bonus potential.
Apply in person from
2-5 daily
No phone calls please.
EOE

WORK From Home
$672- $4,947./ mo. PT/ FT
1-888-360-9148 or

www cash-street corn

MEW/

WestView
NuRSINO

HOP-4E

RN SUPERVISOR
Full-Time; 3-11 OR
Part-Time; 7-3, 3-11
Competitive salary with shift differential.
Excellent Benefit Package includes:
Health/Dental Ins.: Life Ins;
Vacation/Holiday/Sick pay; Retirement
Plan: Attendance Bonus; Childcare:
Tuition Reimbursement:

CONTACT:
Cathleen Haley @ 270-762-1591
-270-767-3660
1401 SOU' '16th STREET • MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

lila

Appliances

Mobile Homes For Rent

Large Selection

2BR Clean Mobile Homes
in small quiet park Call
492-8488

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On Ow'
,gum'
753-1713

CERTIFIED

Loving
Grandmother Weekends
or nights available 7590757

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553
HOUSECLEANING'
Reasonable Rates
753-1016.
MOTHER Of 2 seeking
CDA certification. Will sit
with 3-4yr. olds. Preschool
curnculum provided. Call
759-2385.
WILL Babysit in my home.
Ages 5 & up. Coldwater
area. Call Dana Hollan.
489-6182.
Computers
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.

New Hardware, Software,
Upgrades & Free
Estimates Mid-West
Internet On 121S

NICE 2br. Mobile home
No pets 753-9866

Mobile Home Lots For Rent
1/2 acre $100/mo 753
6012
LOT For Rent 753-9866
TRAILER lot for rent. 1/2

4 PIECE Bedroom suite
Antique bedroom suite
Antique sideboard Oak acre lot has well, septic
and electric hook up. On
table with chairs Antique
nothside of town $125 00
753-7982
BEIGE Leather sectional a month plus deposit Call
Couch & recliner chair 6 after 5PM 270-462-8066
months old 753-3670
SOLID Pine bedroom set,
twin bed with trundle unit. 3
drawer dresser, 3 shelf
bookcase, mirror. Mattress
included. New $1200,
Price $400. Antique mirror.
$75. Call 753-6743.

siness Rentals
OFFICE Space for rent
Hopkinsville
Federal
Savings Bank Building
Call Helen Foley 753-7921

Office Space
Musical
FOR all your recording
needs Sunray Recording
Studio
Now open by
appointment only.
For information
436-5362 or 435-4619

Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621

436-5933.
9a.m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service

759.3556

14X50 1 or 2 br refrigerator & stove included
$1500.00 753-0062 after
500
14X70 2br, 2 bath
Recently remodeled Call
437-4854 or 759-2300

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1549 Mockingbird Dr 3
large bedroom, 3 bath.
Large 2 car garage.
Appliances
furnished.
$725/mo. 753-5344, 5599970.

14X70 GIBRALTAR. Ref. &

1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444.
1BR Apt. Clean and nice
with appliances. Including
w/d. No pets. Call
489-2145.
753-9841 or 436-5496.
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
HM & Sons Mobile Home 1BR Upstairs Apt
Entire Estates. Call
Mover. 18yrs. experience. Acrossfrom campus
753-3633
Licensed
and insured in No pets
CASH paid for good, used
Call 753-5980
rifles, shotguns, and pis- Kentucky and Illinois.
437-3939.
tols. Benson Sporting
1BR, 1 bath. 11/2 blocks
Goods, 519 S. 12th, LOCATED In Murray. 1992
Buccaneer mobile home.
from MSU. $225 plus
Murray.
2br. 2 full baths. Storage
deposit. No pets
150
building. Asking $14,000.
References required
Acadia
554-4397,
DaytimeFor We
554-4561.
753-3949 ABH- 759-3050.
RELOCATING
10X16 Storage Building
1BR, Stove, refrigerator,
16x70 1992 Clayton
Barn type roof $1700
two blocks from MSU low
Excellen condition
435-4271
income, clean 436-5685
$16,900 345-2283
2 crypts. 17818 in Bell
1BR , $200-$225 Various
Chapel on southside, 4th
locations Coleman RE
level, up in middle. Paid
759-4118
Homes For Rent
$2895 in June '88. Asking
2BR Apt_ near campus, no
$2500, OBO
pets. $235 for one person.
2BR,
mobile
Extra
Clean
352-357-7847
home. 3 miles East of $245 for two people Days:
2- American General Tires
Murray. Call 759-1492. 753-5980. 753-1203 after
Good condition. P205- Please
5p.m.
leave message
65R15. 489-2544, please
2BR , 2 bath $260/mo 2BR Duplex. At 1304
leave message.
Valleywood Drive_ $375/
753-6012
AIR Conditioner
mo.
NEWLY decorated, new
& Furnace.
759-4406
carpet Nice private lot. 7
Will install. $375.
2br, 11/2 bath Apt
Murray.
miles
Call
east
of
901-644-2030.
Linzy Beane residence 2br, 2 bath luxury duplex
CHILDS play
house. 435-2582..
All appliances furnished
4'x6'x4' $50.00 753-0062
759-5885
after 5:00.

A ADVERTISING Antiques. gas stove $10,000.
489-2641
Collectibles, toys. Cash
DOUBLEWIDE,
3br, 2
759-3456
paid.
ANTIQUES, Collectibles, bath. 2 car garage, out
Furniture and Primitives. buildings. Near Lake.

NEW Hot-Tub $1800
270-527-5540
WEIGHT

Machine, like

new. $15Q... 753-2479
3/4 ct round diamond solitaire. Suspension setting
18k gold $1400.00 Call
759-5566.

cor

MESPACE MIME
LOOKINCPORI

TECHNOLOGY CENTER INSTRUCTOR
NEEDED AT KY TECH-MURRAY/
CALLOWAY COUNTY
TECHNOLOGY CENTER

at

Hard Work, Good Pay'
489-6125 leave message

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

217 S 12th St

Hitching Post Gifts in
Aurora. full or part-time.
Call for appointment.

474-2266.
NEED transmission R&Fi
man. Fulltime. Mathis
Transmission. 515 S. 12th
St..
EXPERIENCED Medical
office secretary with good
typing skills. Knowledge of
medical terminology and
working with computers
Experience with billing and
generalized medical office
worX. Salary depends on
experience and performance. Attractive benefits
Send resume to: P.O. Box
1040-A Murray. KY 42071

Deadline Day & Time
Fri 11 a m
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 1 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 1 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

060

Equipment

Mechanic
Experience
required Apply in person,
McKeel's 503 Walnut
TRAINEES
DRIVER
NEEDED NOW! Werner
needs entry level truck

uals to ioin our team in
Murray. These top round
draft picks must enjoyassisting customers, take

Attest:
Ray Coursey
Calloway County Clerk

Happy Virthday

VISA

and during the week in
Certification & tools
many areas. No CDL? 15
day CDL training program
are required.
available. Call today
Pay will depend on
1-800-242-7364.
NOW Hiring Dancers at
experience
HUMAN
Resources least
$600 weekly. Foxy
Manager
Bachelor's Lady, The
Only apply in person at
Premier adult
degree in administration or
Arctic Refrigeration
dance club in the area
a combination of education
401 Memorial Dr.
Apply in person. Tue- Sat.
and personnel experience
7-2p.m. Senous inquiries
Paris, TN 38242
may be substituted (2 only!
Call 901-642-6177 or
years college and 2 years
901-644-0107.
expenence). Excellent full
COME Be Part Of
time benefits include, medA Winning Team!
WARTED
Hibbett Sports is currently ical, dental, life, short and
scouting for quality individ- long term disability insurOTR DRIVERS

Larry Elkins,
Calloway County Judge/Executive
Prepared By:
Randall A. Hutchens
Calloway County Attorney

HEAVY

Publish

Minimum Salary: Salary based on education
and related expenence
Brief Job Description: Teaches vocational/
technical classes in Auto Technology and performs other duties as required.
Minimum Requirements: Must hold the Rank
III KY teaching certificate in Auto Technology
Qr must be eligible for a KY statement of eligibility in Auto Technology. Must have 4 years of
work experience in Auto Technology, 2 of
which must be in the last 5 years. Applicants
must hold a high school diploma or GED
equivalent. Appointment to the position will be
contingent upon obtaining a KY Teaching
Certificate and ASE certification Applicants
who meet the minimum qualifications may
submit an application to Dennis Harper,
Principal, KY Tech-Murray/Calloway Center,
1 800 Sycamore St., Murray, KY 42071 no later
than June 23, 2000. Applicants will be notified
if selected for an interview.
Equal Education Opportunity Employer
M/F/D with reasonable accommodations.

THE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
'Mw
-rays 1st Enterprise Zone"
Now Renting Office Space
Furnished or Unfurnished - You Choose
•Pab.1 utilities
•Sh.neil
..tie lice incluiltiv
t in,. Ill& et:float heat A.
Kutch:wile. flie.ilateen.
•ReceptitoriA
Conference Room
•sponklet stem
oi las ime him.- A. soviet

12.200 so. ft. Warehouse Also Available
Must See To Aeprecote
Available For Viewing 415S 411,
Mon -Fri 9 00-4 30• Call For Information 755-0633
WE AK Si
A. • R •

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices
since 1958....

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Metal Roofing
fir houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064
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For Rini

[
11111111‘usos For Rent

Firms For SW

28R. Some utilities paid 2BR , 1 bath, storage
No pets $2501 month
shed, no pets references
767-9037
Kiresey Hwy Joyce
2BR duplex Central H/A. 270-898-2340
good location, appliances 4BR, Appliance
s C/H/A, 1
Coleman RE 759-4118
block from MSU $650
28R , duplex Appliances, month 753-9636
lease No pets
9TH St
1815 Ridgewood 425/mo
3br.. 2 bath $495/mo.
753-7457
4. security. No dogs
2BR. near MSU, central
270-474-2520
H/A, Washer/ dryer fur- IN Gatesboro
ugh! 3br, 21/2
nished, furniture optional baths, LR,
DR, Den
Coleman RE 759-4118
3,000sq. ft. Hardwood
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid floors, two fireplaces &
Available now. Coleman more No pets $900/mo.
RE 759-4118
753-8251
AVAILABLE immediately
1&2 bedroom apts. Also 1
Storage Reid*
bedroom handicap accessible apt. Apply at Mur-Cal
Apts 902 Northwood Dr
Neon Beach
Phone 759-4984
Mini-Storage
Equal Housing
Opportunity
A:: Size Units
EXTRA Nice 2br, 11.2 bath
Available
townhouse All appliances
included. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit. No pets.
C-STORAGE
753-2905
10x15 storage units, 4th St
EXTRA nice duplex, 2br., 1
Sycamore E Next to
bath, whirlpool tub: shower, &
Cunningham Auto Repair.
washer/dryer, central H/A,
753-3571
dishwasher, garage, large
CREEKVI
EW STORAGEdeck. Lease and deposit
$20-$40 On Center Drive
required
Behind Tom's Grille
753-5719
759-4081
FORREST
View
NORTHW
OOD
storage
Apartments 1213 N. 16th
St., now accepting applica- presently has units availtions for 2br townhouses, able 753-2905 or 753basic rent $305/ month. 7536
WAREHOUSE SPACE
Office Hours, 10- 2. M-F.
Call 753-1970. Equal For Lease in Hopkinsville
Prices begin at ten cents
Housing Opportunity.
LARGE 2br Duplex Nice per square foot per month
We can transport your
private area, very clean
goods to and from our
Off the street parking
warehouse from anywhere
753-8588
in Murray for $75 per load
LARGE 2br, 2 bath. Newly
Call 270-885-8711
remodeled. W/D hook up.
11,2 blocks from MSU.
$395/ month plus deposit
References required.
753-3949- Days.
759-3050- Nights.

753-3853

For SPA

APPROX 8 5 acres will
divide in half Just off Coles
Campground Road on
Springs Rd. 753-9502,
559-506?

11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract
Property located off of Hwy
94E onto Hwy 1551, Old
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
proposed new Hwy 80 For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call:
270-441-2253.
12•15 acres Tor sale in
Kirksey. 759-0289 after
6:00 PM.
42 ACRES 1/2 mile East of
HWY 641 Near Hazel
Cropland,
woodland
tobacco barn 10000 owner
financing available
753-8251

5BR Bock 2 car garage 3
acres, 5 years old Day753-9356 ask for Amy
Night- 901-247-5277
BEAUTIFUL 3 Bdr., 2 bath,
LR, Or, Eat-in kitchen, utility room. Approx. 2000 sq
tt , 24'x30' garage, 3
patios, 3 storage buildings,
pool, 5.8 acres. $68,500.00
Call 759-4160.
CHARMING Cottage for
sale due to relocation
Unfinished, oak framed,
post and beam On one
acre, built 1996 Best offer
over 37K Call 489-6108

1999 HONDA Shadow
44xx miles Yellow/ Black
$7800 753-7995

1989 CHEVY swb with linear, 5spd Chrome wheels,
clean runs good
759-9246
1990
CHEVROLET
Silverado pick up SWB,
good condition
1988
Chevy Work van Cheap!
489-2533'
1998 F-150 XLT. Super
cab. V-8. Autom very
clean.
64,xxx
miles.
$17,450 753-2479.

1978 VIP Ski Boat. 1511211
Tri- Hull. Cloth top. 75hp
Johnson. Runs good
Asking $1475 492-8247.
1996 2011 Weldcratt boat
WI 40hp Mariner motor.
$3500.00 Call after 6:30.
474-2780.

Sport Utility Vehicles
87 Ford Bronco II good
condition $2495
753-2084

unnonott.ed_

530

ahead

Collared

BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc 436-2113
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Free estimates All work
guaranteed Call 753-1308
BRYON'S Lawn Service
Free estimates 759-0276
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
CONCRETE Finishing
.Driveways
•Patios
•Sidewalks
•Free estimates
435-4619
ALL
Carpentry,
Electrical. Home building,
additions,
remodeling.
Rotten floors, sagging
roofs. Home & Mobile
repair,
vinyl
siding.
References. Call Larry
Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353_
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessones.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation.
Beasley's Antenna
a, Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local. Licensed &
Insured. Luke Lamb
270-753-2555.
1-877-902-5262
Lawnmower &
Tiller Ready/
Cecil McLeod's
Small Engine Repair
Pickup/delivery
753-9814
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668

NEW To Area
Lawn and Garden tilling
Custom box blade work
Bush hogging, post hole
drilling
Light backhoe
work References upon
request
Glen
Call
Reynolds
270-436-6332
Cell- 270-619-5076
PRESSURE Washing!
Commercial & Residential
Murray Pressure Wash
See our ad in the
Yellow Pages 759-8993
QUALITY Roofing New
Roofs, re- roofs, tear offs
753-7769, leave message
RICK'S Roofing & Repairs
Shingles, flat roofs & metal
roofs Free estimates
270-437-4559
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates.
753-5484.
Travis Asphalt
Sealing
•Dnveways
*Parking lots
*Striping

'99.95
Dish Net‘sork
111%1.1111:11 hi
)140(11 1111111C.

diS3.
1:7:1

Wood
Electronics, Inc.
753-0530
FREE to PRIMESTAR
Customers!!

d"

.1 It A

olutcry
Best Prices On Pagers & Cell Pone
Come see us at our ne%

408 N. 12th St.
(Next to Pizza Hut

Jai) Laws-scar-4e
and
Landscaping
*Scheduled Mowing • Weed Control & Fertilize
• Aerating & Seeding • Mulching
• Shrub Care • Gutter Cleaning
• Hedge rimming • Dirt Work
• New Yard Preparation
• Power Overseeding • Tbp Soil - Will Haul

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
- Free Estimates Decks, Home Additions,
Can
(270)
354-9489 or (270)210-1022
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
11/2 Story, Newly remod
Used Core
Garages, Carports, Pole
eled 3br, 2 bath home.
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Large deck & 2 car carport. 1985
MONTE
Carlo. Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Must See! $74,000. 753- $1500. obo. 759-8517,
Installed
&
Finished.
8908. 435-4446.
anytime.
Specializing in
Quality
Workmanship.
1520 CANTERBURY. Very 1986 IROC Z-28. Nice inte- Affordabl
e
Rates.
Roofing,
nice, large 2 story, 4br. rior. T-Tops, rebuilt engine,
Licensed.
Price reduced Immediate stereo with 400 watt amp
Re-Roo
fing
753-7860. 753-9308.
possession.
$1350 obo.
&
Roof Repairs
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
436-5922.
767-0453.
tree work, cleaning out
2- 3br, 1 bath. 21/2 car 1987 MONTE Carlo SS. Tsheds, gutters, etc
FENCING
garage. Outbuilding, gas, Tops, Power windows and
436-2867
Midway Fence Company.
electric heat, air condition- locks. Air conditioning,
Chain link, custom wood
ALL Carpentry Service
ing. Near Lake. Cal
Cassette player, New batprivacy fences, installation
From
Foundatio
n
to
489-2145.
tery, 4 new Goodyear GT2
and
repairs at reasonable
Finish.
pnces. Insured.
2BR Brick. Small lot. Eagle Tires with Alloy
18Yrs experience.
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
Economical/ Low mainte- Wheels. Call 753-1022.
New Construction •
nance. Corner of Snow 1987 PONTIAC Sunbird.
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Remodeling• Repairs•
Road & 121N. Coldwater. Black with white racing
Garden Tilling- Drive
Custom Cabinets$36,000. 489-2440.
Ways
Graded- Box Blade
stripes. Auto, sunroof. A/C
Concrete Work. AGC
FREE ESTIMATES
2BR, 1 bath Duplex. Good works but needs minor
Work- Bushhogging
Certified.
753-2279
rental history. Great neigh- repair. $900. obo. 527Free Estimates
435-4272.
borhood. $68,500.
Gerald Carroll, Owner
TUCKER LAWN CARE
3994 ask for Chns.
270-4136-2269
753-6870.
Phone 270-492-6159
D&D ROOFING
SERVICES
1987 Volkswagen Fox.
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
Cell 853-4188
2BR, 2 bath House for Runs good. New tires, Call us for all of your roof1-600-821-6907
clipping removal, dethatchsale. 10ft Ceilings, hard- brakes, clutch, etc. Must ing needs 436-2613
NICE 1-2, 3br apts or 3-4br
LICENSED & INSURED Free Esturtutes
Ire
ing, aeration, overseeding
wood floors. Gas fireplace, sell. Asking $900 00.
119 Main • 753-6266
house. W/D, furnished.
eleanut,
24 Hr Sen
&
fertilizati
on,
bed
appliance
s
included. 436-5533. If no answer
near
MSU. 753-1252
a m fa 13r-c>tizer
Hedke Trtmtrunq Full
mulching. Free Estimates.
$59,000. 112 North 10th. leave message
before 5pm, 753-0606 after
759-9609
Tree S Stump
Call
759-4407.
5pm
1991 CHEVY Lumina
Renutval
Paul Lamb
WATSON
ROOFING
3
or
br
4
,
older
home
White.
in
1
owner.
84,xxx
NICE 1-2, 3br apts or 3-4br
New
roofs,
repairs,
and
town
AKC
with 2 baths, C/H/A $5,000. 753-7995
Miniature Dachshund
house. W/D, furnished,
tearoffs Call for estimates.
with gas heat and one car 1992 MAXIMA.
near
MSU. 753-1252 puppies. Red. 6 weeks old
Black,
1-901-644-9969
garage $46,000
before 5pm, 753-0606 after $150.00
loaded, power everything.
Licensed & Insured
753-4582 day
901-247-3727.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
5pm.
Call after 5p.m. 759-5786.
759-4718 night
Trimming, removal, stump
QUIET Area 1br, 1 bath. UKC Toy Rat Terrier pup1993 PLYMOUTH Acclaim
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555
grinding, firewood. Insured.
3! 4BR, 3 Car Garage
Cigas heat & air. All appli- pies. 753-7269.
53.xxx miles. 1 owner
1244 State Route 121 North
489-2839.
Satellite, North District.
ances included. 1 year BLUE Eyed Husky Wolf
Owner & Operator
$5000. obo. 759-5068.
$79,900 Call
GALLIMO
lease, 1 month deposit. No Puppies. 6wks old. $100.
RE
1994 CHEV. Cavalier AS
*Luke Lamb*
767-1359- Days.
CONSTRUCTION
pets Call 753-2905.
each Call 759-3214.
Blue, loaded, PAN. Pit
759-0072- Evenings
TURN Your Old Cabinets
RED OAKS APTS.
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD a
cruise. Excellent condition
DOG Obedience.
Into New Oak Cabinets.
3BR, 1 bath. Newly deco- & mileage.
Special
Master Trainer.
$4495.
Vinyl Siding, Decks.
We Service All Brands
rated. 753-2093.
$100 Deposit
270-492-8621.
436-2858.
489-2671.
1BR Flom $280
GOLDEN
TVA Certified Heat Pump Installer License 0.'02,,
Retriever 3BR., 1 bath, brick, C/H/A. 1998 TOYOTA Corolla LE.
GRAVEL & top soil for sale.
2BR From $325
See at 700 S. 9th St. 33.xxx miles. Excellent
Puppies. AKC, $200
• Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
We also build dnveway &
Call Today!
Available now! 901-642- Asking 69K. Call 762-0256. condition.
Loaded. • Install braces & floor joists under
roads
houses
753-8668.
0108.
4BR.. 2 bath, 14 acres. $12.950. 753-1940.
for sagging or weak floors.
270-437-4838.
THREE bedroom/1.5 bath REG. English Setter pup- $65,000 2885 Coopetown 96 Accord
LX. Auto, 4 cyl., • Replace or
repair water and drain lines.
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
townhome for immediate pies. "Tricky Dick" champi- Rd. Coldwater.
Decks
92K hwy. miles, under warFencing
• Install moisture barriers.
wanted. No job too small.
lease. It has been cleaned, on blood line. $200. Call
Call 270-489-2002.
ranty. $9200. OBO. 759Give us a calf. Yes we paint
painted. & carpet cleaned.
Plus...all other home improvements.
270-247-5222.
5 acre parcel in restricted 9317 or 395-8353 Ext. 227.
houses. Phone:
$585/mo. with one year
development w/ existing FORD '92 Taurus Wagon
David Gallimore, Owner
436-5759 or 753-2388.
lease & no pets. Well main3br. house. Robertson Rd. LX. tow pkg all power.
Livestock & Supplies
tained & ample parking.
Free Estimates
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
South. 753-9250.
155k, good cond. $3900
Call Lynda or Travers at
Siding. Quality Work. Free
_OBO. 753-0071 .
OLDER Gentle Leopard
Grey's Properties
Estimates. Over 25 Years
COTTAG
Home
E
near
Alp Quarter horse. Good
MUST See to appreciate.
759-2001_
Experienc
e.
Gerald
park. 307 N. 8th St. 1997 Chrysler LHS. 66,xxx
eel
Walters. 753-2592.
TWO bedroom/1.5 bath trail horse. $800. 436-5508 Remodele
Seel
d 3br, 2 bath. miles. Warranty to 75,xxx
12 •
9
townhome for immediate
IS
ELECTRICAL
Fireplace, under $79,000. miles. All power, CD,
Michael T. Knuckles
9
S.
lease. It has been cleaned,
,
1 115
New construction,
as
By owner. 217-586-7089.
leather.
753-4497,
452
Cook Store Trail
painted,
and
carpet
remodeling, or just replac(270) 489-2070
COUNTRY, Quiet in town.
559-2304.
cleaned. $450/mo with one
Murray,
ing
a
KY 42071
switch.
Cell
(270)
210-0059
3br, 2 bath brick. LR, FR,
FOR
rent
15
acres,
barn,
NEED A Car?
year lease & no pets. Well
Licensed & Insured.
Bonus room. 1627 Loch But have
no credit or bad
maintained & ample park- pond 4 miles north of
753-0834
Lomond. $102,000.
credit! That's OK."We Tote
ing. Call Lynda or Travers Murray. $300/mo
Protect Your Number One Investment
759-8888.
901-6644808 or
The Note" If you have a
at Grey's Properties...
901-668-4065
DELUXE Custom 3br, 21/2 reasonable down payment
759-2001
bath home with walk- out & a valid dnver's license,
1824 State Route 121 N.
WOW!
440
basement. Potential to 5br we will put you into a car
FREE puppies. 3 blonde, 2
No waiting list!
Murray, KY 42071
Lots For Ws
plus 13x21 flex room. This today! Buy. Sale or
black yellow Lab /Black
Trade.
Southside Manor Apts.
Hrs:8 a.m.-3 p.m. Mon.-Fri.• Sat By AppL
is a new house located on Come by & see what we've
Lab/
mix. Very cute!
1 2,&,3br apts
7 mi South, 121 1 acre wooded
Phone/Fax 270-753-8087
lot at 1306 got.
759-4985 after 6pm
Section 8 housing
3,300. also Sac 8,800 Fleetwood
Drive. Call 753- Nationwide Auto Sales.
FREE to good home.
753-8221
Terms 20% dn.
3903 after 4p.m.
624N. 4th St., Murray, KY.
Lab/Dane mix. 762-0256.
EHO
753-5731/EVE
Reasonable
GREAT Investment rental
759-0780.
LOTS for sale. Starting at property.
Rates
2br upstairs, 3br
$11,000. Price includes downstair
Helpful Advice
Rooms For Root
s. Priced below
water. septic & driveway. appraisal.
Vans
Mail responses
High Standards With An Extra Touch For Detail
LARGE BEDROOM in Also land home packages. to: PO Box 1040-P, Murray.
1992
270-437-4
Dodge
Ram Custom
838.
pleasant home
Share
KY 42071.
We Specialize in Cleaning"
van. 918 with V-8 engine.
large living room, kitchen,
MURRAY Estates.
HOUSE In Murray includes A/C, P/W, P/L,
P/S, tilt
& bath, w/d, cable tv. Walk
Lots for sale,
*Vinyl
Siding & Fencing -Mobile Homes
2 apts behind it. You fix. cruise. Good
condition.
to Hospital or down town
270-435-4487,
• Brick • All External Cleaning
$45.000 Will pay for itself. 753-4729
1-888-673-0040.
industry. $190 plus deposit
With positive cash flow.
*Acid Cleaning Available
1997 CHRYSLER Town &
of $125. Utilities included. WOODED Lot approx 1 5 753-2479.
•We
Use
Hot
Country.
Water -Parking Lots & Driveways
Pearl
white,
753-9211
all
acres 759-4166
LOVELY 4 bedroom, 2 full leather interior,
loaded.
David Borders
Phone (270) 759-4734
baths 3200sqft. home on a 67,xxx miles. $15,500.
beautiful 105'x190' landFarms For Sale
753-0792.
Houses For Riot
scaped lot. Features 2 1/2
Directions: 641 North from Murray to Coles
Campground
garage, hardwood floors.
COMFORTABLE
Road.
Left on Coles Campground Road to Wells Purdom
Farm
2 (3br) Houses Gas heat
home. 25 acres, rich land. large kitchen, study, dining
Road. Right on Purdom Road to Walston Road,
consider rent to own
left on
room, large utility room,
$67,000. Terms. 753-9302
Walston Road then right on Stonecrest Drive.
1998
753-4109
FORD
Ranger
XLT
See auction
Serving The Area For 27 Years
PRICE REDUCED AGAIN' fenced lot, huge front
signs.
2BR . 1 bath. 8 miles 13 acres fenced with porch, large deck in back, 2x4, ext. cab. V-6, 5spd
AREAS
AC.
LEADING
CARPET
Cruise,
BUSINESS
CD,
bedltner
central
heat
& air Close to
North $325 4. deposit. 753- pond
38PP sq ft 2 story
37K miles. New tires
• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood
8582
log home 60x30 finished university Owner relocatexcellent condition Asking
ingShown
by
MuSI
Sell!
120x50 barn with
3BR. Brick 4 miles South shop
• Laminate Flooring
753-9876 $11,750 753-0502.
only
of Murray 2 car attached riding arena 3 other out- appt
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
'79 Chevy pickup Body
garage Stove. refrigerator buildings 6 miles east of $110.000
BY CERTIFIED STAFF
MUST Sell! 2br house fair Rebuilt 305 $110000
& wid hook up No pets Murray
759-0949
$25.000
Street
201 5th
Lease & deposit required Phone Day 270-753-1844
Hazel. Call 753-3145, any$525/ month Available M-F
270-753-7687 weekends & time_
June 19th 436-2113
U.S. Hwy. 641 N. • Murray • 753-6660
evenings

M.S. Roofing

Professional Work
Free Estimates

4E39-6125

rcr-14amb Brothers

Tree Service

EASTSIDE

STORAGE

-Moving

Cross Country Or Local

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.

Affeficao Sieuidami

David's Home Improvement

270-759-22138

DOWN TO THE
BARE KNUCKLES

901-247-5422

Landscape • Lawncare

In Stock Over 50,000 Sq. Ft.
II Cement Boards
III Grouts U Mortars

41.

DM DAY PAINTING

a

PAPERHANGING

David's Cleaning
Services

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

SSIF-1EO

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Friday, June 30th, 2000•6:00 p.m.

We're Rolling Out
the Carpet for You!

JOE SMITH CARPET

CLASSIFIED

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, kV 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
I p.m. to 5 p.m.

Global Mortgage Link

WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
L1JUII
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
"CASH IN A FLASH"
Loans On Anything Of Value

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect
•Steady income history

Totc'Mc Note , Auto
II

Refer to Ad #22 and ask for Gerry Puckett.

753-7407 • ill N. 12th St. Suite B

1987 Chevrolet Red. 1/2 Ton. Swb
$4.750 New motor & transmission
1983 Chevrolet 1i2 Ton, 350 motor
Taking bids
713 S. 12th St.• MURRAY. KY 121171
9:(X) am

753-7113

7:110 I) hi

IT

-1
11
Li
_aillill1111.111111111M

Offering

for auction this beautiful house only minutes from town. The house
features a living room w/fireplace, family room, kitchen, dining
room. 4

bedrooms,
3-1/2 baths, utility room and 3 car garage. Call today to see this
special house
on approx. I acre lot. This is a must see property in a country setting
Terms: 10% down date of sale, balance in 30 days with passing of
deed

Terry Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144
Licensed & Bonded in Ky & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
My Service Doesn (Cost. It Pays

aware of any studies that
DEAR ABBY: Get out the wet
prove public facilities are a health
noodle for your answer to "A Parent
hazard. I suggest that you relax and in Oregon." As a public school
let moms make their own decisions.
teacher, I'd be insulted if I received
a package of construction paper or
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please explain
why I laugh at what my husband says. pencils as an end-of-the-year gift.
The No. 1 thing teachers would
He has had a stroke and I'm very worried about his health, yet I continue to like is respect. This can be demonstrated with a kind note land a copy
laugh in front of doctors or at home. I'm
to the principal). A gift certificate to
that
things
so embarrassed. He says
a bookstore or restaurant is also a
just aren't him and shouldn't be funny.
wonderful way to show that a
DEAR READER: From your brief teacher is appreciated. The approcomments. I conclude that your priateness of the gift, of course, will
laughing is not a reaction to humor depend on the situation of the famibut to stress. If you weren't laughing, ly, the school and the teacher — but
you'd be crying — and the difference a gift from the heart of a child is
is inconsequential. In actual fact, you always special.
are obviously deeply concerned about
MARILYN FUNDERBURK,
your husband's health. In such cirARLINGTON,TEXAS
cumstances, given his utterances that
"aren't him," your psychological
DEAR MARILYN: I was
defense mechanisms cause you to unprepared for the flood of mail
laugh as an outlet for the deep emo- I received from teachers,
tional upheaval you are experiencing. informing me that my suggesOf course, the very act of laughing tions were off base. A male
adds insult to injury: It could well be teacher recently wrote to say he
misinterpreted as insensitivity by would welcome stock certifisomeone who is not aware of the cates and T-bills. In years past I
have received letters from
tremendous burden you are carrying.
requested the
Some of the world's greatest authors teachers who
mentioned. Read on:
items
I
addressed
this
playwrights
have
and
issue by cleverly documenting the very
DEAR ABBY: Having spent 32
thin line between tragedy and comedy: years in the classroom, 30 of them
People often cry when they are happy in inner-city schools, what would be
and laugh when they are sad. My wonderful would be gift certificates
advice to you is to accept your to a moderately priced take-out
responses as normal. However, if you restaurant for the times I'm too
are truly concerned about the appro- swamped to prepare meals (or to
priateness of your actions, seek coun- celebrate making it to the end of
seling from a mental health profession- another year!). Also, movie tickets
al. To give you related information, I to use during the summer — or
am sending you a copy of my Health even a gift certificate to a "dollar
Report -Strokes." Other readers who store" for those incidentals that a
would like a copy should send ;2 plus a teacher can never afford for his or
long, self-addressed, stamped enve- her classroom or home. But please,
lope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill no school supplies at the end of the
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure year. That's like giving a nurse a
thermometer or tongue depressors.
to mention the title.
RETIRED IN SOUTH CAROLINA
0 2000 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.

am not

DEAR DR. GOTT: Last April, at 7
a.m., I walked into my son's room to
see why he wasn't prepared for
school. I wasn't prepared for what I
discovered. He was blue, not breathing and cold. I tried CPR to no avail.
An autopsy revealed viral myocarditis
as a cause of death. I am heartsick.
He was an athletic, straight-A, popular student, who had had a brief period of chest pain about two weeks
before. Could 1 have done more?
DEAR READER: Your brief synopsis reaffirms the tragedy of unpredictable sudden death in adolescents.
Viral myocarditis, an infection of the
heart muscle, is unusual but has been
reported as a cause of sudden death in
otherwise healthy teen-agers. I am
deeply sorry for your loss. However, I
doubt that you could have done much
to preve2t your son's death. Brief
chest pain in healthy young athletes is
not ordinarily justification for extensive testing. As I hope the doctor
explained, there is no consistently
effective cure for viral myocarditis. In fact, experts believe that some degree
of cardiac muscle inflammation is common to any viral infection, even the
common cold. This is one reason that I
forbid my adolescent patients with trivial respiratory infections from engaging in competitive or strenuous sports
until their symptoms have abated.
I advise you to accept the fact that
you were helpless in the situation;
nothing you could have done would
have prevented this terrible loss.
DEAR DR. GOTT: This really bugs
me. What is your opinion of mothers
who take their little children into public restrooms and put them on toilets?
I said something to one and she told
me to mind my own business — what
could she do? The kid had to go! Do I
worry too much?
DEAR READER: Yes, you worry
too much about issues over which you
have no control. From a flagrantly
obvious position, other people's children are not your responsibility.
Secondly, the risk of using public toilets is probably over-rated. When used
properly, such devices are genuinely
safe. While I would advise mothers to
exercise caution and wipe the toilet
seats clean before use, children do
occasionally have to use such facilities. And I don't regard avoidance as a
logical alternative, Youngsters have
to relieve themselves, not always in
the most appropriate circumstances. I

a group gift to send our wonderful
teachers for a spa treatment. When
everyone chips in, it's affordable.
We know it's something they would
never do for themselves. We can't
wait to present it.
LOTS OF IDEAS IN SEATTLE

DEAR ABBY: I recommend giving the teacher cash. I know of no
good teacher who is overpaid. Cash
for the underpaid is much better
than spa visits, gift certificates, supplies or the usual gifts that teachers
receive. None of my son's teachers
has ever refused the cash or
returned my gifts.
PARENT IN SAN FRANCISCO

DEAR ABBY: We live in a small
community. In its wisdom, our
school board ruled: "In fairness to
all families, no child shall give gifts
to any of his or her teachers." This
was a blessed relief to those of us
who couldn't keep up with the
Joneses.

DEAR ABBY: I retired last year
after 35 years of teaching. The one
thing my students gave me that
meant more than anything else: a
note expressing appreciation for
whatever I had done to help them
during that year. Those cards and
letters are more precious to me as
time goes by. Rereading them, I
recall sweet faces, special things
about those kids, and the wonderful
times we had together. They are
priceless.
KAY FRIEDRICH, ATHENS,GA.

DEAR ABBY: Give the lasting
gift of books. For teachers who don't BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
have their own classroom (i.e. P.E. HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
teachers), a book can be donated to June 21, 2000:
the entire school and placed in the Take a leap of faith this year. Trust a speschool library. Our budgets never cial partner or associate. You gain finanallow us to buy all the books our cially through others, but there could be
students need.
radical swings. Don't nsk anything you
THIRD-GRADE TEACHER can't afford to lose. You are unusually
IN DENVER attractive, and you draw opportunities
toward you. Keeping communication
DEAR ABBY: Teachers have open and flowing helps you clear hurenough cups, mugs, candles and dles. If you are single, the twinkle in your
candies. Our class is contributing to eye attracts a lot of flirtation. Make a
decision about what you want from a
relationship, then pick and choose. If
attached, your relationship takes many
interesting twists and turns. Excitement
renews your bond. AQUARIUS often
stuns you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

STUF F MERE!
STUFF THERE!
ffN 00LE lAFE 15 DICTATED B4 rtl`.1 STUFF!

I
LovE
CAN Go ANYWHERE.
I LOVE THE WIND AN'
G ING THROUGH THE
PARK Atse SEEING

ARIES(March 21 -April 19)
**** Passion runs high. Respond to
others, but don't let mood or impulse run
away with your checkbook. Seek out
fnends and co-workers. You work better
as a team on a personal cause or a work
project. Toss insecunty to the wind.
Tonight: Midweek break.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Though others applaud a job well
done, no one is harder on himself than
you. Cut it out! Integrate the unexpected
into your life. Ongoing instability with a
boss or a work situation is a challenge.
The way you push, fatigue is normal.
Tonight: Make it an early night.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Your ability to break past ngid-

Zink IS ALMOST OVER!
WOULD IT BE 50 MUCH TO
TAKE A BREAK FRO/Yi THE
STUFF 50 I COULD SIT
DOWN AN() READ A BOOK?!

MAYBE I GAN

GET To BEcKYS
HouSE. BEFcRE
HE. GATcHES
UP-TOME

YOU KNOW YOU'VE ARRIVED
WHEN YOU &ET YOUR OWN
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ington High School.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Wright, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bob W. Miller and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
McQuerter, June 13; a boy to Mr
and Mrs. Billy Elkins and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Travis, June
Forty years ago
County Attorney Robert 0.
Miller has announced that the offices in the Calloway County'
Courthouse will be closed each
Thursday afternoon during the
summer months.
"Main Street has receRed a resurfacing job which is highly. appreciated. We hope that it ‘k ill not
be in the too distant future that it is
also widened," from column. "Seen
& Heard Around Murray by James
C. Williams, publisher.
Murray American Legion Team
beat Humboldt in a baseball game.
Steve Williams was pitcher for
Murray.
Fifty years ago
Published is a picture of Bud
Tolley, Nelson Garrison, Gene
Hendon, Charles Waldrop and
Meredith Rogers who are attending
Boys State at Fort Knox. The boys
are being sponsored by Lions Club.
Rotary Club, Young Business
Men's Club, Woodmen of the
World and American Legion.
Julia Fuqua, student at Murray
Training School and president of
Paducah District of Future Homemakers of America. will attend the
national convention of FHA at
Kansas City starting June 28.

become a sure winner. Tonight. Enjoy
life to the extreme.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Others do what you wish you
could do. You don't have to be the Rock
of Gibraltar. Take off on a day trip. Enjoy
your life more. An associate often
responds negatively. Worry less about
decisions. Do what you need to do for
you. Family plays a significant role.
Tonight: Be a free spint.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 211
**** Tell it as it is, even though others' responses might surprise you.
Passions swell with loved ones and a
specific partner. You like excitement, and
you've got it. You might feel unduly
pressured by day-to-day demands.
Eliminate what you can. Tonight: Romp
out the door.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You've pulled the financial wild
card — remember that when taking a
risk. An associate or friend feels intensely, and he lets you know. Drum up a little
heat in an important relationship. You
benefit from additional spice. A child
acts up. Tonight: Treat another to dinner.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Pursue a goak but opt against
unconventional means tip get what you
want. Recognize limits within your family structure. You might be pushing
another more than you realize. Put your
energy and charisma into work or a fun
hobby. Tonight: Spontaneous, carefree
work.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
*** Sit back and think before acting.
You are likely to be stunned by what you
realize. Creativity and romance merge
Be spontaneous. Return calls and handle
messages, or you could wind up with disgruntled associates. A new flirtation
could be building. Tonight: Curl up with
a favorite book.

Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger
& Times

1 Baby napkin
2 Caviar
3 "Sanford

4

3

ity brings not only kudos, but also professional advancement. At last, you see
the rewards of a job well done. In spite of
it all, your self-perception needs boning
up. Just look at what you do and how
much you offer. Tonight: Relax with a
movie.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Don't give up! You are on the
verge of achieving what you want.
Emotions well up; feelings run to the
extreme. Mobilize your energy and move
on a project. A partner gives you unexpected support. Reschedule a meeting.
Stay goal-onented. Another responds to
your charm. Tonight: Share news with a
friend.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You might deliver what others
expect, but their reactions aren't what
you anticipated. Buckle your seat belt.
Don't make more out of a situation than
necessary. Choose not to be offended. A
new associate isn't revealing much about
himself. Tread lightly. Tonight: Where
your fnends are.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Work demands speedy and
unconventional responses. You know
what to do and when. Others cheer you
on as you lasso in what you want most. A
meeting proves to be fortunate. Network
and share. Others respond. Your charisma melts a barrier. Tonight: Get into a
favorite relaxing game.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Don't be shocked when the
unexpected keeps occurnng with a certain person. Surprises are the norm. Your
career blossoms through your unusual
energy and efforts. Use your charisma
and unearth your creativity, and you'll
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Ten years ago
Rick Fisher has been named the
new head football coach at Murray
High School by the Murray Independent Board of Education.
Published is a picture of the
groundbreaking for the new building for Westside Baptist Church on
Robertson Road South.
Mrs. Mae Williams South Ninth
Street, Murray, will be honored at a
reception in honor of her 99th
birthday on June 23 in the community room of North Branch of Peoples Bank.
Twenty years ago
Published is picture of the fire
which burned an estimated 25 acres
of wheat on the farm of Ralph Morris, off Johnny Robertson Road. A
spokesman from West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation, said the fire occurred after a
breaker exploded.
Murray Police Department officials wrote 28 citations in roadblocks the morning of June 18 to
persons for not having city stickers
on their vehicles, according to Murray Police Chief Paul Jerry Lee.
Joan Weber, Philis Alvic, Sue
Vandergrift and Adele Kupchella
are new officers of the Murray-Calloway County League of Women
Voters.
Thirty years ago
Preparations are now in full
swing for the Murray-Calloway
County Fair to be July 13-18 at the
Jaycee Fairgrounds on Highway
121 North.
Tom Moran, former cage star at
Murray State University, has been
named basketball coach at Farm-

59U
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Lakers win NBA title 116-111

O'Neal named
Finals MVP
LOS \NGELES (AP)
Shaquille O'Neal's mother wrapped
her arms around his neck. His sister latched on to his arm. Friends,
teammates and strangers reached
in for a piece of this beautiful,
triumphant group hug.
Tears began•to bead in his eyes,
but Shay didn't flinch under the
weight. He was strong enough to
carry them all.
Moments later, amid the confetti and cacophony of the Los
Angeles Lakers' 116-111 victory
over the Indiana Pacers in Game
6 of the NBA Finals on Monday
night, O'Neal raised two trophies
above his head. One was for being
an NBA champion and one was
for being the MVP of the finals.
The game's most dominant force
finally had willed his team to the
only rewards he said he truly desired
in his eight-year career. It was
closure, it was vindication, it was
a wish fulfilled.
The Lakers' big man had earned
one more nickname: The Big Champion.
"This is my dream here." he
said. "This is what I wanted when
I came to LA. It's the only thing
I play this game for."
Part of Los Angeles' seventh
title — its first since 1988 —
belongs to Kobe Bryant, the young
shooter who might.someday be as
good as his best performances.
Another part belongs to Phil Jackson, who won his seventh championship as a coach by blending
the Lakers' disparate talents into
a cohesive unit.
But the biggest part belongs to
O'Neal. who averaged 38 points
and 16.6 rebounds in the finals.
Throughout nearly eight months
of basketball, he simply carried a
team like few players in the game's
history have been able to do

I Stern, NBA create
another dynasty

He became the third
player to win the league
MVP award, the AllStar Game MVP award
and the finals MVP
award in the same year.
"Give the credit to
the big guy," Bryant
said. "This was the
moment he was waiting for his whole life."
O'Neal had 41
points, 12 rebounds and
an unapologetically bad
3-for-I 2 performance
from the foul line in
Game 6. He took charge
in a critical fourth-quarter stretch with a series
of big plays that negated an inspired Pacers
comeback.
Indiana, shooting as
proficiently as it did
in its Game 5 blowout
win, led for much of
the game and decisively
outplayed the Lakers
until the fourth quarter. While O'Neal and
his mates were play- FINALS MVP...Shaquille O'Neal earned the Most Valuable Player Award
ing for a title, the for the 2000 NBA Finals after helping the L.A. Lakers
to the league
unflappable, veteran title with a 41-point effort in a win over
the Pacers Monday night.
Pacers were playing for
O'Neal was fouled on three
coach Larry Bird, who entered Instead of buckling down on
defense, Los Angeles simply straight baskets early in the periretirement with their loss.
outscored the Pacers with inside od, but he missed all three free
Jalen Rose had 29 points and
baskets from O'Neal and a sur- throws as Indiana desperately hung
Reggie Miller added 25 in anothprising proficiency from outside.
on. Minutes later, he had consecer stellar shooting display, and the
The Lakers had to score 37 points utive rebound dunks that sent the
Pacers hit 12 3-pointers. Indiana
in the fourth quarter to finally laid-back L.A. fans into a frenzy.
held a six-point lead early in the
shake Indiana.
"I didn't know if we could realfourth quarter.
Robert Horry, Glen Rice and ly learn a lesson after not closing
"We won the first three rounds Rick Fox all hit critical late jumpers teams out over and over
again,"
(of the game), but lost the most as Los Angeles matched Indiana said forward A.C. Green,
the link
important one, and that was the shot for shot. Fox, who muted his between the Lakers' title
teams of
fourth round," Miller said.
own scoring abilities to help the 1988 and 2000.
The Lakers won two of the Lakers chase a title, wore a look
Bryant had 26 points and 10
final three games in the series of pure joy after he buried a 3- rebounds in an erratic
8-for-27
despite allowing the Pacers to score pointer with 8:23 left to give Los shooting performance,
alternating
416.3 points per game in them. Angeles a 94-90 lead.
sublime shots with clunkers.

I would like to offer my congratulations to David Stern and
the National Basketball Association.
They've created just exactly what
they wanted — another dynasty.
The NBA commissioner and his
staff saw all their hard work pay
off Monday night when the Los
Angeles Lakers finally disposed
of a pesky Indiana team to win
the league title.
Since the breakup of the sixtime champion Chicago Bulls, the
NBA has been in search of another dominant big-market team and
another superstar — Shaquille
O'Neal — to take Michael Jordan's place.
The Lakers and the Boston
Celtics fueled the NBA's popularity with their epic battles in the
1980s. Then, along came the "Bad
Boy" Detroit Pistons. And, then,
the Bulls.
So what do they have in common with today's Lakers? Absolutely nothing.
Shaquille O'Neal is no more
an NBA champion than I am. The
only difference is he makes millions of dollars a year and I make
... well ... considerably less. But
let's not get into that.
The point I'm trying to make
is that the league practically gave
the championship trophy to O'Neal
and the Lakers.
NBA fans — if there are any
out there anymore — should feel
like they were robbed. As far as
I'm concerned, the past month has
been nothing but a joke.
The "great" Lakers began their
championship quest by escaping a
first-round scare from the Sacramento Kings and then lackadaisically eliminated the Phoenix Suns
in the second round.
But the biggest joke of all came
in the Western Conference Finals.
After the Portland Trail Blaz-

SCOTT
NANNEY
SPORTS
EDITOR
ers got smart and started fouling
the free throw-challenged O'Neal
in Game I, the NBA invented this
phony Hack-a-Shaq rule.
Why? So there would be no
way to beat the Lakers.
Here's a good question: Why
does a 7-1, 300-pound giant need
any more help? He doesn't. •
But the plan almost blew up
in their faces. The Blazers extended the Western Finals to seven
games and somehow blew a 15point fourth-quarter lead.
Indiana had itS chance to push
the Lakers to a seventh game too.
But a couple of terrible calls (see
the loose ball foul with about one
minute left) cost the Pacers that
opportunity.
Giving the favored team the
benefit of the doubt every now
and then is one thing. But giving
them a handout is another.
The league has tried to promote O'Neal and Kobe Bryant as
its next superstar tandem.
Give me a break. As much as
NBC announcer Bob Costas would
like you to believe, Bryant is
nowhere close to being a Michael
Jordan.
Would Jordan have ever gone
7-for-24 from the floor with the
NBA title on the line? No. But
that's what Bryant did last night.
And as for Shaq — learn to
hit a free throw and then maybe
you can become a true champion.
But, then again, maybe you
don't have to.

Reds sign Johnson
Staff Report
to area scout Jim Grief.
Murray Ledger & Times
Billings, a Reds affiliate since
Chris Johnson, an All-Ohio Val- 1974, plays in the Pioneer League.
ley Conference shortstop with the
The Chicago Cubs invited JohnMurray State baseball team, signed son to a pre-draft workout at
a free-agent contract with the Wrigley Field for college players
Cincinnati Reds Monday.
just prior to the amateur draft, but
Johnson, who was not chosen he did not hear from the Cubs or
in major league baseball's ama- any other organization on draft
teur draft earlier this month, hit day.
.374 with five home runs and 36
Johnson led the 'Breds to the
RBI in his'sevier season and led OVC Tournament from the No. 3
the Thormighbreds-in several ciffelil spot in the MSU batting order,
sive statistical, categories.
•,: but he will likely bat first in
A native of Metropolis, III, who Billings.
was a prep standout in several sports
Last summer, he hit .290 as
at Christian Fellowship School in the leadoff man for Rochester
Briensburg, Johnson will report to (Minn.)of the Northwoods League,
the Reds' rookie league club in a summer league for college playBillings, Mont. today, according ers.
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Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

GIVING INSTRUCTIONS...Murray State assistant coach Chris Woolard talks to campers
during a morning session of the Racer Basketball Camp Monday. The camp is
being
held this week at the Regional Special Events Center.

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY.•(270)674-5530

Laixa,

a)3AGaii
Van H2verstOok

Owner, DWAIN WARREN

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:
A. 4 concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12- footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F. *1 Studds. 16"
0.C.
G 7 1/16" Blandex
undersiding
H Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

I Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft
0C
J 1'1 plywood
decking
K Seal down shingle,
I Overhang covered
hi Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
O 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2x10 headers
O 4x4 raised curb

Kumbo •
Bridgestone • Firestone
Gthieral • Goodyieg

We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models
111111111111111I

Hardboard Siding
1 CAR (12x20)
$4.225
2 CAR (18x20)
S5.025
LARGE 2 CAR (2202)
S5.325
2 CAR (24124)
55.525
LARGE 2 CAR (2400)
56 125
LARGE 3 CAR (30X30)
57.475
PLUS ..OFF-LEVEL LOT

CAR (12120)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR 12404)
LARGE 1 CAR (24x30)
LARGE 3 CAR (30X.30t

$4.725
S5.425
55.725
S5.875
56 625
57.875

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

MELVIN'S
TIRE STORE
N. 4th St.
762-0000

401

Stet* Auto
insurance

American League
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
New York
29
547
—
35
Boston
35
538 1/2
30
Toronto
37
33 529
1
Baltimore
30
4486 1/2
37
28
Tampa Bay
40 412
9
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
45
Chicago
652
24
—
Cleveland
31
35
5308 1/2
Kansas City
33
49310 1/2
34
Minnesota
40
30
42915 1/2
Detroit
26
38
40616 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Oakland
40
29 580
—
30
37
Seattle
552
2
33 5154 1/2
35
Anaheim
31
36 463
Texas
8
Monday's Games
N V Yankees 22, Boston 1
Chicago White Sox 6. Cleveland 1
Tampa Bay 10, Seattle 3
Oakland 13. Baltimore 12. 10 innings
Only games scheduled

National League
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
Atlanta
42
27 .609
—
New York
37
29 .5613 1/2
Montreal
35
31 .5305 1/2
Florida
33
37 .4719 1/2
Philadelphia
27
40 .403 14
Central Division
W
L Pct. OB
St Louis
39
29 574
—
Cincinnati
32
35 4786 1/2
Chicago
29
39 426 10
Pittsburgh
29
39 426 10
Milwaukee
29
40 42010 1/2
Houston
25
43 368
14
West Division
Pct. GB
Arizona
29 580
40
—
Colorado
27
578 12
37
Angeles
Los Ange
31
537
36
3
San Francisco
33
32 508
5
San Diego
30
38 4419 1/2
Monday's Games
Montreal 2 Pittsburgh 1
Milwaukee 2 Florida 0
Philadelphia 5. Atlanta 2
Arizona 3. San 01$90 2
Only games scheduled

MAY FIELD

Mayfield
earns win
at Pocono
LONG POND, Pa. (AP) — As
he rode the rear bumper of a
slower Dale Earnhardt with the
outcome hanging in the balance,
Jeremy Mayfield decided he could
win.
So he treated Earnhardt the way
the seven-time NASCAR has dealt
with others throughout his magnificent career. Mayfield tapped
his rear bumper — nearly sending Earnhardt into the wall —
and drove on to victory.
"You've got to do what you've
got to do," Mayfield said Monday after taking the Pocono 500.
"Just because people think and
say he's 'The Intimidator,' I'm
not intimidated by Dale Earnhardt
and never will be."
He proved that to a crowd at
Pocono International Raceway
whose response to his questionable tactic was almost one of reverence.
They and so many others can't
forget how many times Earnhardt
has been second and nudged the
apparent winner aside. Perhaps
Mayfield had that in mind when
he used Earnhardt's very words
to describe the decisive move.
"I just wanted to rattle his cage
a little bit," he said.

